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Abstract

The eukaryotic cell cycle is a highly ordered and tightly regulated process through which

a cell replicates its genetic material, segregates its sister chromatids and divides into two

genetically identical cells. Regulation and ordering of the cell cycle is through cyclin

dependent kinases (cdk). The cdk is a protein complex that is comprised of a catalytic

subunit (cdk) and a regulatory subunit (cyclin) which, as their name indicates, oscillate

throughout the cell cycle giving specificity to the cdk for different phases of cell division.

This oscillation is controlled, at least in part, through gene regulation.

Microarray analysis performed on the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, rcvealed

several waves or "clusters" of transcriptional activity associated with cell cycle

progression. One of these "clusters", the "CLB2 cluster", is comprised of 35 genes that

are important for the G2lM transition and mitotic progression. Previous work on the

upstream activating sequences of two *CLBZ cluster" members, CLB2 and SWI5,

revealed the binding of an Mcmlp homodimer and, until recently, an unidentified activity

SFF (SI4/15 Factor). Recently in our laboratory an activity that followed SFF binding in

vitro was purified and identified as Fkh2p.

In this thesis the biochemical and genetic characterisation of Fkh2p identifies it as a

major component of SFF. Firstly, Fkh2p has been shown to bind DNA in an Mcmlp



dependent manner and that the Fkh2p DNA binding domain is essential for this

interaction. Furthermore, the protein interaction domain of Mcmlp has been

demonstrated to be essential for ternary complex formation. Through deletion studies,

Fkh2p, along with a functionally redundant protein Fkhlp, have been shown to control

the periodic expression of the "CLB2 cluster" genes. Furthermore, the functional

characterisation of Fkh2p domains reveals an important role for both the Forkhead

associated domain and the C-terminus. Finally, Nddlp, another protein important for

mitotic progression, is shown to be important for "CLB2 cluster" regulation by de-

repressing Fkh2p and activating gene expression. In addition, the role of cdk activity is

shown to act through the"CLB2 cluster" upstream activating sequences, possibly through

Ndd1p.
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Chapter 1:

INTRODUCTION



1.0 Introduction

1.1 The Cell Cycle

The eukaryotic cell cycle is a highly ordered and tightly regulated process through

which a cell replicates its genetic material and divides into two genetically identical

cells. There are four phases of the cell cycle that occur in a conserved order ensuring

the cell replicates its genetic material once before it is segregated and the cell divides.

S-phase is where the DNA is replicated whereas M-phase divides the duplicated

genome into two genetically identical pools before the cell divides. These two phases

are split by two gap phases G1 and G2. During G1, the cell makes the irreversible

decision to enter into another cell cycle based on internal and external signals, whereas

the G2-phase allows the cell to check the integrity of the DNA after replication and

prepare for cell division (figure 1.1). This ordering of the cell cycle is tightly regulated

by cyclin dependent kinases (cdk's).

1.2 CDK's and the budding yeast cell cycle

Cdk's are proline-directed kinases that phosphorylate serine and threonine residues at

S/T-P-X-R/K motifs (where X is any amino acid) (Langan et.a|.,1989). In the budding

yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, there are five identified members of the cdk family,

Cdc28p, Pho85p, Kin28p Ssnn and Ctkl (Hartwell, 1974, Cismowski et.al., 1995,

Kuchin et.a\.,1995 and Sterner et.a\.,1995). Of these five family membets, Cdc28p is
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of Cclk activity through the budding yeast cell cycle. Cell

cycle progression is influenced by subsequent waves of Cdk activity. Roles for the

different Cdk activity and cell budding are indicated.
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the only one identified as essential for cell cycle progression (Hartwell, 1974) and

whose kinase activity is cell cycle regulated (Reed et.al., 1985 and 'Wittenburg and

Reed, 1939). Furthermore, different cdc28 temperature sensitive mutants (rs) exhibit

cell cycle arrest in different phases of the cell cycle (Mendenhall et.al., 1988, Reed and

Wittenburg,Igg0 and Surana et.al., 1991). For example, cdc28-4'", along with other rs

mutants, arrest in G1 prior to START (Mendenhall et.al., 1988) and when allowed

progress through START at the permissive temperature they arrested in G2 (Reed and

'Wittenburg, 1990). cdc2\-ln" is another /s mutant that primarily exhibits a G2 arrest at

the restrictive temperature (Surana et.al., 1991). Cdc28p levels are constitutive

throughout the cell cycle (Mendenhall et.al., 1987) so the regulation of its activity has

been attributed to post-translational modifications

7.2.7 Reguløtory subunit, Clclin

Through microarray analysis, several overlapping waves of transcription over the cell

cycle have been identified and the genes represented in these waves have been

designated as "clusters" (Spellman et.al., 1998). Cyclins are members of different

clusters and are reliant on each successive wave of transcription (figure 1.1 and 1.2) and

gives specificity to the cdk for specific phases of the cell cycle. In the budding yeast

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, therc are nine Cdc28p-binding cyclins which are divided

into two main groups; G1 cyclins (CLN's 1 - 3) (Tyers and Futcher, 1993 and

Wittenburg et.a\.,1990) and B-type cyclins (CLB's 1-d) (Schwob and Nasmyth, 1993

5



and Surana et.a\.,1991). The binding of its cyclin partner produces a conformational

change within Cdc28p that facilitates its activation (Jeffery et.al., 1995)

The crystal structure of human Cdkz has been determined and is used as a model for

other cdk's such as the budding yeast Cdc28p. Other monomeric kinases such as the

cyclic AMP -dependent protein kinase (cAMP) have a bilobed structure with the

catalytic core lying between these two lobes (Knighton et.a\.,1991). Cdk kinases also

possess this bilobed structure, however in its monomeric form there is a displacement of

one lobe in relation to the other. This displacement results in a misalignment of key

catalytic residues involved in the kinase reaction and covers the substrate-binding site of

Cdk2 and has been attributed to the inactivity of the monomeric form (de Bondt et.al.,

1993). The binding of cyclin partners results in conformational changes which align the

two cdk lobes opening the substrate binding site and aligning the catalytic residues

(Jeffery et.al., 1995).

CLNl and CLN2 were first isolated as high copy number suppressors of the cdc28-4"

mutant (Hadwiger et.al.,1939). The levels of CLNl and CLN2 oscillate with peak

expression in Gl, just before START (figure 1.2) and Clnlp and Cln2p have been

with
shown to interact and activate Cdc28p through co-immunoprecipitation experiments

(Wittenburget.al., 1990). Single deletion of the CLN's has little or no effect on cell

cycle but double deletion lengthens a cells G1 phase and causes an aberrant phenotype

6
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whereas the construction of a stable ClnZp accelerates entry into S-phase (Hadwiger

et.al., 1989). These experiments show an importance for Clnlp, 2p in Gl events and

they have been shown to control budding, the cell cycle, spindle pole body duplication

and initiating DNA replication. CLN3, another CZN, is not highly periodic with only a

slight increase in levels just prior to Gl (Tyers et.al., 1993) and has been implicated in

activating CLNI and CLN2 expression (Stuart and Wittenburg, 1995)

The six B-type cyclins are paired into three groups based on transcription profile,'

CLBl,2, CLB3,4 and CLB5,6. CLB5,6 are co-expressed with CLN1,2 (figte 1.2) and

overexpression of these CLB's can suppress a cln delete lethality indicating an

overlapping role in initiating entry into the cell cycle (Schwob and Nasmyth, 1993 and

Basco et.al., 1995). Even though CLB5,6 are expressed along with CLN1,2 in wild-type

cells, they are held inactive by the presence on the Clbp-kinase inhibitor Siclp until

Clnp kinases initiate Siclp degradation (Schwob et.al., 1994). There are three primary

roles for Clb5p,6p activity; the correct firing of origins of replication, prevention of re-

initiation of replication origins and the negative regulation of Clnp kinase activity

(Schwob et.al, 1994, Dahmann et.a|.,1995 and Basco et.a\.,1995). Cells lacking Clb5p

have longer S-phases and those that are Aclbï, Aclb6 double delete have a delay in S-

phase initiation (Schwob and Nasmyth, 1993) indicating an important role for these

7
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CLB3,4 were identified as high copy number suppressors of the cdc28-|fr'mutant

(defective in G2 function) (Surana et.al., 1991). The transcript levels of these two

cyclins begin to increase in S-phase as Clnp's begin to disappear and remain high until

late anaphase (Richardson et.al., 1992) (figure 1.2). These two cyclins contain a

destruction box targeting them for APC dependent destruction in anaphase (Fitch e|.al.,

1992). CLB3,4 are not essential (Richardson et.al., 1992 and Schwob and Nasmyth,

1993) but deleting them in conjunction with clb5 is inviable (cannot make spindles) and

with clb5,ó deletes has difficulty initiating S-phase (Schwob and Nasmyth, 1993)

Therefore, it has been proposed that Clb3p,4p play an important role in spindle

formation (although Clb1p, 2p, can accomplish this role) (Richardson et.a|.,1992).

CLBl,2 were cloned along with CLB3,4 as high copy suppressors of the cdc2\-ln"

mutation (Surana et.a|.,1991) and like Clb3p, 4p, they contain destruction boxes used

to target them for destruction at anaphase (Fitch et.al., 1992). Deletion of the Clb2p

destruction box impairs a ceft ability to exit mitosis due to elevated Clb2p-Cdk kinase

activity (Surana et.al., 1993, Wasch and Cross, 2002). The transcripts of these two

genes begin to accumulate during G2 and peak in mitosis (Surana et.a|.,1991) (figure

1.2) which is indicative of a role in mitotic control. Supporting this, deletion of clb2 in

combination with either clbl,3,4 is lethal with an arrest phenotype prior to mitosis

(Surana et.al., t99l). Interestingly, the single deletion of clb2 or the triple clbl,3,4

deletions are viable (Surana et.al,1991 and Amon et.al., 1993). This indicates that

8



Clb2p has the major role in mitosis, which is supported by its role in spindle elongation

and negative regulation of bud emergence (Lew and Reed, 1993). Importantly for cell

cycle riming, Clb}p kinase activity inhibits Swi4-dependent Binding Factor (SBF)

activity, inhibiting Clnlp,2p production and inhibiting the cells from entering another

round of the cell cycle until sister chromatids have been separated and cell division has

occurred (Amon et.al., 1993).

It ß the regalation of Cyctins at the level of trønscription and their subsequent

assocíation wíth the Cdk (the rate-limiling step in cell cycle progression) that brìngs

order fo the cell cYcle.

1.2.2 Regulation of Cd.c29p bl phosphorylatíon

Other than cyclins, the phosphorylation of Cdc28p is important for Cdk regulation in

both a stimulatory and inhibitory fashion. The major site of activating phosphorylation

is T169 (Cismowski et.a\.,1995 and Deshaies and Kirschner 1995) which results in a

conformational change in the Cdk structure opening the substrate binding site and

optimising the interaction with its cyclin binding partner (Russo et.al., 1996)

Phosphorylation of monomeric and complexed Cdc28p occurs through cdk activating

kinase I (CAKI) (Espinoza et.al.,1996, Kaldis et.al., 1996 and Thuret e\.al.,1996 and

Cross and Levine, 1998) (figure 1.3). Experiments using different ts mutants of Caklp

generate different arrest phenotypes indicating the presence of Caklp at the various

stages of the cell cycle is important for progression (Thuret et.al.,1996, Kaldis et.al.,

1996, Chun and Goebl, 1997 and Sutton and Freiman 1991). CAKL has been shown to

9
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be an essential gene with its only essential role being Cdc28p phosphorylation through

the creation of a cdc28-71698 mutant that no longer requires Caklp for viability (Cross

and Levine, 1998). In fact, Caklp activity appears to be constitutive throughout the cell

cycle because there is no noticeable change to the T169 phosphorylation state of

Cdc28p (Hardwiger and Reed, 1988 and Amon et.al., 1992). This indicates the

phosphorylatíon of T169 is not the rate-limiting step of Cdc29p activatíon but is

relí.ant on cyclin association and removal of inhibitory phosphorylation. This latter

phosphorylation occurs on tyrosine 19 (Y19) of Cdc28p during S and G2 phases of the

cell cycle and is proposed to control the timing of entry into mitosis (Amon et.al.,1992,

Sorger and Murray, 1992 and Lim et.al., 1996) and plays a secondary role in checkpoint

control when bud formation is delayed (Lew and Reed, 1995)

Y19 is phosphorylated by Swelp, a protein kinase similar to weel in S. pombe, which is

specific for ClbZp/Cdc28p complexes (mitotic cdk's) (Booher et.al., 1993). Swelp

overexpression arrests cells prior to mitosis with short mitotic spindles whereas its

deletion has little or no effect on the cell cycle (Booher et.al., 1993) and in addition,

construction of a cdc2\-Yl9F allele suppresses the requirement for Swelp (Lim et.al,

1996). This action of Swelp is opposed by the protein phosphatase Mihlp (Russel

et.al., 1989) (figure 1.3).
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Therefore, two phosphorylation events on Cdc28p are important for mitotic entry. First,

the essential activation of Clb2plCdc28p by T169 phosphorylation and secondly, the

inhibitory phosphorylation of Y19 by Swel. Progression occurs only when the

inhibitory phosphorylation of Y19 is removed by the phosphatase Mihþ (figure 1.3). In

addition, phosphorylation at T169 is important for optimal cyclin-Cdk activity

throughout the cell cycle.

1.2.5 Cdk Inhibitors

In the budding yeast there are two main Cdk inhibitors that regulate Cdk activity

Farlp, first discovered as essential for pheromone-directed cell cycle arrest (Chang and

Herskowitz, 1990), has been shown to be an inhibitor of Clnp-Cdc28 kinase activity

(Peter and Herskowitz, 1994, Tyers and Futcher,1993 and Jeoung et.al., 1998). Peak

expression of Farlp occurs in G1 after which it is degraded early in S-phase (McKinney

et.al., 1993) (figure 1.2). Furthermore, Farlp has been found to bind to Cln1,2-Cdc28p

Cdk complexes and when deleted, cells have a shorter Gl phase (McKinney and Cross,

1995), which is indicative of a role in Gl control, in particular, cell cycle entry. Siclp

is another Cdk inhibitor isolated as a substrate of Cdc28p and inhibits Clbp-Cdc28p

kinase activity (Mendenhall,1993, Schwob et.al., 1994). It is cell cycle regulated with

peak expression in G1 and is directed for destruction by Clnp-Cdk activity (Mendenhall

et.al.,19S7) (figure 1.2). There seems to be two roles for Siclp. First, inhibition of

Clb5p,6p-Cdc28p kinase until the initiation of S-phase and spindle pole body

duplication (Schwob et.al., 1994) and secondly, in helping the cells to exit mitosis by

11



inhibiting Clbl,2p-Cdc28p kinase activity (Toyn et.al., 1996). So it seems that both

these inhibitors operate in Gl to regulate Cdk kinase activity so the cell cycle will

progress when ready and in the correct order (figure I.2).

1.3 Cell cycle Progression

A theory was put forward by Nasmyth (1996) stating that the ordering of the cell cycle

is controlled by the levels of B-type cyclin cdk activity. At the beginning of S-phase,

B-type cyclin-cdk activity initiates DNA replication by firing the origins of replication,

releasing the complexes needed for initiation and inhibiting them from reforming.

Therefore, re-replication cannot occur until the end of mitosis when B-type cyclins are

destroyed and the reformation of ORC (origin of replication complexes) can occur in

preparation of another round of cell cycle. This dual role for B-type cyclins in initiating

and inhibiting replication ensures the cells only go through one round of DNA synthesis

and chromatid segregation per cell cycle. The production of B-type cyclins is

controlled at the level of transcription and is first initiated by Clnp-Cdk activity in Gl.

Microarray analysis revealed the "Gl cluster" was comprised of those genes required

for entry into and passage through S-phase (Spellman et.a\.,1998). These genes include

the major Cdc28p regulators CLNI, CLN2 (Wittenburg et.al., 1990) and CLB5, CLB6

(Schwob and Nasmyth, 1993) and other genes that are necessary for DNA replication.
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7.3.2 G7 to S-phase Transítion

1.3.2.1 Gl to S-phase Transcriptional Control

In Gl, Cln3p-Cdk activity starts to accumulate and when it reaches a threshold of

activity initiates late Gl transcription through the activation of the transcription factor

complex Swi4p dependent Binding Factor (SBF) and Mlulp Binding Factor (MBF)

(Dirick et.al., 1995) (figure 1.4). The initial activation of SBF through Cln3p-Cdk

activity produces CLNL,2, the G1 cyclins, which establish a positive feedback loop to

enhance the SBF and MBF activity until it is switched off via proteolysis (Koch et.al.,

1996, Dirick et.al.,1995, Schwob et.al., 1994, Dirick and Nasmyth, 1991 and Nasmyth

and Dirick,l99I). Furthermore, SBF and MBF activity produces Clb5p,6p along with

the genes necessary for DNA replication and inhibits the cells ability to exit the cell

cycle in response to pheromones (Oehlen and Cross, 1994, Dirick et.al., 1995 and

Schwob et.al.,1994).

SBF and MBF are protein complexes that share one factor, Swi6p, and contain a

specific DNA binding partner. In the case of SBF the binding partner is Swi4p and for

MBF, Mbplp (Primig et.a|.,7992 and Koch et.a\.,1993). These complexes bind DNA

elements known as the SCB (Swi4p/Swi6p dependent cell cycle box) (Sidorova and

Breeden, 1993 and Primig et.al.,1992) and MCB (Mlul cell cycle box) (Mclntosh et.al.,

1991) but binding alone does not initiate transcription. Studies have shown MBF is

constitutively bound throughout the cell cycle but only activates genes in S-phase
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whereas SBF is only bound prior to activation of genes but its continual presence does

not eradicate periodic expression (Dirick et.al., 1992 Koch et.al., 1996 and Breeden and

Mikesell, 1994). This indicates another mode of transcriptional activation, which is

determined by the presence of Cdc28p complexes.

As the cells progress through the cell cycle SBF is repressed by Clb2p/Cdc28p activity

through sequestration and subsequent phosphorylation of Swi4p ensuring cells do not

traverse Start and prematurely enter another round of cell division (Koch et.al., 1996

and Amon et.al., 1993) (figure 1.4). MBF controlled promoters are not inhibited by

Clb2p/Cdc28p but cells are unable to enter into S phase without SBF activity (Amon

et.al.,1993)

l. 3.2.2 S-phase P roteolltsis

Along with transcriptional regulation at the Gl-S transition, proteolysis works to

regulate Clnp- and Clbp-Cdk activity through the regulation of Cdk inhibitors and

cyclin binding partners. The proteins that are involved in Start proteolysis contain

PEST-like sequences that are regions rich in proline (P), glutamic acid (E), serine (S)

and threonine (T) and hence, contain many (T/S)-P motifs which is the minimal

requirement for Cdk phosphorylation. Studies of Siclp (Verma et.al., 1997 and

Schwob et.al., 1994), Farlp (McKinney et.al., 1993,Peter et.al., 1993 and Henchoz

1997) and Cln2p (Deshaies et.al., 1995, Barral et.al., 1995 and Lanker et.al., 1996)
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proteolysis have all shown links between cdk phosphorylation, ubiquitination and

proteolysis.

In ubiquitination, a single ubiquitin is attached to El (ubiquitin-activating enzyme) in

an ATP dependent manner. The ubiquitin is then transferred to E2 (ubiquitin

conjugating enzyme) from where it can be covalently bound to the target protein on a

lysine residue. In some cases (especially Start and Anaphase proteolysis) a third

eîzyme (E3) is needed. E3 is a ubiquitin ligase which not only gives specificity to E2

for substrates, but also participates actively in the ubiquitin reaction (review

Ciechanover and Schwaftz, 1998). In the budding yeast, E1 is Ubalp (McGrath et.al.,

1991) and the essential E2 is Cdc34p (Goebl et.al., 1988), although there are 12 other

potential E2 genes and in S-phase proteolysis, the E3 is a protein complex known as

SCF. The SCF protein complex is comprised of common subunits Skplp and Cdc53p

and a third variable subunit known as F box proteins (Bai et.al., 1996) which

determines substrate specificity (Patton et.al. (a)r 1998 and Skowyra et.al., 1997). The

F-box family of proteins contain a conserved motif of approximately 44 amino acids

and in S. cerevisiae, there arc 17 proteins that contain the F-box, of which two (Cdc4p

and Grrlp) have been shown to play important roles in Cdc28p regulation (Bai et.al.,

1996 and Patton et.a\.,1998 (b)). SCF complexed with a'WD repeat protein, Cdc4p

(SCFC""4) recognises Siclp, Farlp and Cdc6p and targets them for degradation (Bai

et.al., 1996, Skowyra et.al., 1997, McKinney et.al., 1995, Henchoz et.al., 1997 and
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Piatti et.al., 1996) and in the cases of Siclp and Farlp, the interaction with SCFcd"4 is

reliant on prior Cdk phosphorylation (Skowyra et.al.,1997 and Henchoz et.al.,1997)

Grrlp, when complexed with SCF (SCFG'1), targets Clnlp and Cln2p for degradation

and, as for Cdc4p, this interaction is dependent on Cdk phosphorylation of the target

proteins (Banal et.al., 1995, Skowyra et.al.,1997 and Willems et.al., 1996). Other F-

box proteins are proposed to be involved in Cdc28p regulation but are yet to be

identified.

7.3.2.3 Summøry of Gl-S Phase Transition

Once the decision has been made to enter another round of cell division, Cln3-Cdk

activity activates the production of Clnlp,2p through transcriptional activation of SBF.

This in turn sets up a positive feedback loop to keep SBF activity on and initiates the

production of SBF and MBF driven genes, including the G1 cyclins, S-phase cyclins

and genes necessary for DNA replication. Once Clb5p,6p complex with the Cdk the

replication origins fire releasing ORC's which are inhibited from reforming on the DNA

by Clb-Cdk activity. Also, the Gl cyclins are phosphorylated and targeted for

degradation by the SCF along with the B-type-Cdk inhibitor Siclp and the Clnp-Cdk

inhibitor Farlp allowing the cells to progress through S-phase into G2 without re-

replication until B-type-Cdk activity is destroyed at the end of mitosis. This ensures

DNA replication occurs only once prior to chomatid segregation.
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7.3.3 G2 and. Mitosis

M-phase is comprised of two events, mitosis where chromosome condensation and

segregation occurs and cytokinesis where the cell divides into two genetically identical

cells. In the budding yeast, mitosis is broken down into discreet phases; prophase,

metaphase, anaphase and telophase. In prophase, chromosomes condense and the

aLcgraon offutg¡dt<

spindle pole body Metaphase is where the mitotic spindle elongates and the

chromosomes align on the metaphase plate ready for sister chromatid separation that

occurs in anaphase and then is followed by sister chromatid expansion in telophase.

These svents, including mitotic entry and exit, are controlled mainly through Cdk

activity, in particular by the Clb2plCdc28p kinase. A major event at the entry into

mitosis is the transcriptional activation of the mitotic cyclins CLBl,2, members of a

cluster of genes known as the "CLB2 cluster" which share a transcriptional profile. The

mechanism that controls this cluster of genes is not fully understood and will be

discussed later. To exit mitosis a proteolytic pathway known as "Anaphase proteolysis"

is required to inactivate the mitotic- Cdk.

l. 3. 3. I Anaphase P roteohtsis.

Anaphase proteolysis is a ubiquitin dependent pathway that is vital for cell cycle

progression (Zachariae and Nasmyth, 1996, Zachariae et.al., 1996 and Ghislain et.al.,

1993). In mitosis, entry via transcriptional activation of the "CLB2 clustet" (refer to

next section), sister chromatid separation and inactivation of the mitotic kinase are three

important events of which "Anaphase proteolysis" controls two; sister chromatid
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segregation and mitotic kinase inactivation (Irniger et.al., 1995). The key protein

complex important for ubiquitination of target proteins is the E3 ubiquitin ligase

Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome (APC/C) (Morgan, 1999). At least 10

subunits make up the APC/C (Zachariae and Nasmyth, 1999) which shareJa high

similarity to SCF, its counterpart in S-phase (Jorgensen and Tyers, 1999). As with the

SCF, the APC/C needs the association of co-factors and phosphorylation by the mitotic-

Cdk for activation (Visintin et.al,1997 and Rudner and Murray, 2000). Two of these

factors are the WD repeat proteins (like Cdc4p in S-phase) Cdhlp and Cdc2Op (Visintin

et.al., l99l). The substrates of the APC/C contain a targeting domain known as the

destruction box (Cross et.al., 1999 and Jacobson e1.a1.,2000) and deletion of this

domain stabilises these proteins ('Wasch and Cross, 2002).

Cdc20p plays a pivotal role at the metaphase/anaphase transition initiating the

separation of sister chromatids (Shirayama et.al., 1998 and Shirayama et.al., 1999).

Cdc2}p is itself cell cycle regulated with peak expression in GZ|}IJ putting it at the

correct phase of the cell cycle for a role iAAPC/C dependent degradation (Fang et.al.,

1998). During S-phase a cohesion complex (containing Scclp) assembles on the

chromosomes to hold the two sister chromatids together by opposing the forces of the

microtu#les (Toth et.al., 1999 and Michaelis et.al, IggT). The separation of sister

chromatids at the metaphase/anaphase transition seems to be reliant on the

disappearance of Scclp through the proteolytic cleavage at two sites by the separin,
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Esplp (Michaelis et.al., 1997, Uhlmann et.al., 1999). Until this transition, Esplp is

held in a repressive complex by the securin Pdsl and it is the destruction of Pdslp by

the APC/Ccdc2O ¡6u¡ indirectly mediates sister chromatid separation (Cohen-Fix et.al.,

1996 and Ciosk et.al., 1993). This seems to be the only essential role of the APC/C'd'20

at the metaphase/anaphase transition (Shirayama et.al., 1998, Ciosk et.al., 1998 and

Yamamoto et.al., 1996), however, another role for the APC/Ccdc2O i. the degradation of

Clb5p (Shirayama et.al., 1999). The presence of Clb5p-Cdk activity keeps Siclp

(CdkI) and APC/Ccdhr inactive until its destruction which triggers the activation of

Siclp and Cdhlp necessary for the inhibition of mitotic-Cdk activity so cells and exit

from mitosis (Shirayama et.al., 1999, Visintin et.al., 1998, Zachariae et.al., 1998 and

Jaspersen et.al., 1999). Central to this inhibition of mitotic-cdk is the phosphatase,

Cdcl4p (Visintin et.al., 1998)

During the cell cycle, Cdcl4p is sequestered to the nucleolus by a protein complex

known as RENT (Visintin et.al., 1999 and Shou ¿/. al., 1999). It is proposed that

phosphorylation of RENT releases Cdc14p from the nucleolus and RENT then becomes

a target for Cdc14p phosphatase in a negative feedback loop (Shou et.al., 1999).

Furthermore, release of Cdc14p from the nucleolus is dependent on the destruction of

Pdslp and Cdc14p activity as a phosphatase requires Clb5p destruction, both are

controlled by APC/C"d"'o-dependent proteolysis (Shirayama et.al., 1999). A GTPase-

regulated kinase cascade, known as the Mitotic Exit Network (MEN), is also important
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for the release of Cdcl4p. MEN is comprised of seven components; a RAS-like

GTPase Temlp, the phosphoprotein phosphatase Cdc14p, four protein kinases (Cdc5p,

Cdcl5p, Dbf2p and Dbf20p) and the Dbf2p binding protein Moplp (reviewed by

McCollum and Gould,2O0I, Jorgensen and Tyers, 1999 and Hoyt, 2000). Temperature

sensitive mutants of these components of the MEN pathway arrest late in anaphase with

an elongated spindle, segregated chromosomdand high mitotic cdk activity (reviewed

by Jorgensen and Tyers, 1999 and Hoyt, 2000). Through epistasis genetic analysis, the

order of the cascade was determined with Temlp acting upstream of the kinase cascade

and Cdcl4p release as its goal (Lee et.a\.,2001). Ltelp, a GDP/GTP exchange factor (a

positive regulator) and Bub2p (a negative regulator) were also identified (Lai et.al.,

L993) as possible regulators of this pathway. It has been shown through a number of

studies the importance of localisation of cascade members for its activation (L|1999,

Bardin et.a\.,2000 and Gruneberg et.a|.,2000). The resultant release of Cdcl4p at the

end of this pathway activates APC/Ccdhr and Siclp (CdkI) which inactivates mitotic-

Cdk activity through degradation of the mitotic cyclin and inhibition respectively

(Visintin et.a\.,1998) (figure 1.5 b).

Anaphase proteolysis is important for cell cycle progression. First it triggers the

separation of sister chromatids at the metaphase/anaphase transition through APC/Cc'r"20

directed proteolysis. Secondly, it helps the cells exit mitosis through the APC/Ccd"20

dependent degradation of Clb5p and the subsequent release of Cdcl4p from the
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nucleolus which activates APC/Ccdhr directed proteolysis of mitotic cyclins and the

inhibition of mitotic-Cdk by Siclp (CdkI) (figure 1.5 b)

l. 3. 3.2 G2/M Transcriptional Regulation

At the Gz-M transition in S. cerevisiae, there are 35 genes necessary for mitotic

progression and cytokinesis that share a cell cycle regulated transcription pattern known

as the "CLB2 cluster". These include genes such as CLBl,2 (mitotic cyclins), SWI5

(transcription factor) and CDC5 (a polo-kinase). The expression of CLB2 at the Gzlll{

transition activates the mitotic cdk which establishes a positive feedback loop keeping

the "CLB2 cluster" activated and represses Gl transcription through Swi4p

sequestration (Amon et.al., 1993) (figure 1.4 and 1.5 a). The best characterised"CLB2

cluster" genes are SWI5 and CLB2 whose periodic transcripts have been shown to be

dependent on a general transcriptional regulator, Mcmlp (Lydall et.a|.,1991, Althoefer

et.al., 1995 and Maher et.al., 1995).

1.3.3.2.1 Mcmlp is Essentialfor G2/M Transcription

Mcmlp is an essential, homodimeric DNA binding protein and a member of the MADS

box family of transcription factors (Treisman and Ammerer, 1992). This family of

transcription factors i9 ;haracterised by a conserved 56 amino acid region found in the

DNA binding domain (Shore and Sharrocks, 1995). The name is comprised of the

initials of the first members of this group; MCMI, A,rg80, agamous deficiens and gerum

response factor (SRF) (Schwarz-Sommer et.a|.,1990). These transcription factors have

a diverse range of biological functions. ArgRlp is involved in gene regulation in
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arginine metabolism (Dubosis and Messenguy, l99l), SRF regulates immediate-early

and muscle specific genes in a variety of higher eukaryotes (Treisman and Ammerer,

1992) and Mcmlp controls genes used in cell type determination, metabolism,

minichromosome maintenance, IWG1 and G2/M progression (Treisman and Ammerer,

1992, Messenguy and Dubois, 1993, Passmore et.al., 1989, Mclnerny et.al., 1997,

Lydall et.al.,1991, Althoefer et.al., 1995 and Maher et.a|.,1995). Mcmlp's role as a

transcriptional regulator is governed by the recruitment of specific co-regulators and co-

repressors to specific promoters through protein-protein interactions. In the case of

yeast pheromone response, Mcmlp recruits o1 to activate cr-specific genes (Bender and

Sprague, 1987 and Jarvis et.a|.,1989) whereas it interacts with o2 to repress a-specific

genes (Smith and Johnson, 1992). In addition, Mcmlp recruits Ste12p in response to

secreted pheromones during mating, activating pheromone-responsive genes and

arresting cells prior to START (Sprague, 1990). Like most MADS-box family

members, Mcmlp binds the DNA as a dimer (Sprague, 1990 and Passmore et.a|.,1989)

and contains several distinct domains common to this family, mainly the DBD,

protein-protein interaction and dimerisation domains (Shore and Sharrocks, 1995).

Although Mcmlp is 286 amino acids in length, it only requires the first 96 amino-

terminal amino acids for essential functions (Primig et.al.,I99l, Christ and Tye, 1991

and Bruhn et.al., 1992). These 96 amino acids contain the necessary sequences for

homodimerisation, DNA binding and recruitment of accessory proteins.
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Of the 35 "CLB2 cluster" genes, 26 have recognisable Mcmlp binding elements

(Spellman et.a\.,1998) (figure 1.6 b) and it has been shown through DNA-footprinting

that these sites in the SI4z15 and CLB2 upstream activating sequences (UAS's) are

occupied constitutively by Mcmlp (Althoefer et.al., 1995). A Mcmlp-VP-16 fusion

protein can rescue the essential nature of Mcmlp and has been shown to activate

"CLBZ cluster" genes and specifically operate through the CLB2rnr (Maher et.al., 1995

and Althoefer et.al., 1995). For the SWI5,AS, there is one Mcmlp site whereas the

CLB2uAS contains three sites spaced over 250bp that is necessary for optimal promoter

activity, although a single site can function with reduced activity in vivo (Lydall et.al.,

1991 and Loy et.a|.,1999). Studíes usíng the SWIS and CLB2 UAS ha.ve revealed the

presence of another unidentífied factor that binds cooperatively and is relíønt on

Mcmlp called SWIS factor (SFF) (Lydall et.al., 199I, Maher et.al., 1995 and

Althoefer et.al., 1995)

1.3.3.2.2 Mcmlp's Co-Factor SFF

Along with Mcmlp, SFF binds to the SWI5 and CLB2 UAS's but with a dependency on

the presence of Mcmlp (Lydall et.al., 1991 and Althoefer et.aL.,1995) (figure 1.5 a)

SFF has been suggested to play the regulatory role of the "CLB2 cluster" through the

+û
observation, a single base substitution at the SFF response element causes the loss of

binding in vitro and loss of UAS activity in vívo (Lydall et.al., l99l) and the promoters

of most of the "CLBZ cluster" contain potential binding sites for Mcmlp and SFF
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(Spellman et.a|.,1998) (figure 1.5 a). As with Mcmlp, DNA-footprinting revealed the

SFF binding site was occupied throughout the cell cycle (Althoefer et.al., 1995)

1.3.3.2.3 SFF is Fkh2p

Recently, we were able to purify a biochemical activity that followed that of SFF ln

vitro from yeast through affinity purification and identified it as Forkhead 2 (Fkh2p)

through MALDI analysis (Kumar et.a|.,2000). Fkh2p is a member of a family of

transcription factors that are characterised by their DNA binding domain (DBD) of 110

amino acids, a winged-helix motif (Kaufman and Knochel, 1996). This family has been

demonstrated to have roles in cell-type determination, differentiation, development and

cell death (Kaufman and Knochel, 1996). The DBD is comprised of 3 a-helices and 3

B-strands and two unordered structures referred to as "wings" where the cr-helices and

B-strands form the core of the domain with the 2 "wings" flanking them giving a

structure that has been referred to as a butterfly (Clark et.al.,1993). Further structural

studies of HNF-3y binding the transthyretin (TTR) promoter has revealed binding

primarily in the major groove with one contact with the minor groove (Brennan, 1993)

The forkhead consensus DNA binding site is identical to the reported SFF binding sites

found in the SWI5 and CLB2 promoters (Kaufman and Knochel, 1996) (figure 1.6 b)

In the budding yeast there are four forkhead proteins (Hofmann and Bucher, 1995 and

Zhu and Davis, 1998), one of which, Fkhlp, shows an 827o similarity to Fkh2p (figure

1.6 a). The main difference between Fkhlp and Fkh2p is an extension of the carboxyl
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Figure 1.6: Forkhead proteins and the "CLBT cluster" binding site. a A schematic

diagram of Fkhlp and Fkh2p highlighting the conserved DNA binding Domain (DBD),

Forkhead associated domain (FIIA) and the percent amino acid (ocx) identity and similarity'

b An alignment of the prcmoter regions of members of the "CLB2 cluster" highlighting the

Mcmlp and SFF/Fkhp binding sites.
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terminus on Fkh2p that contains six putative cdk phosphorylation sites. Both Fkhlp

and Fkh2p contain a second conserved domain known as the forkhead associated

domain (FHA) (figure 1.6 a) making them members of a subgroup of Forkhead

transcription factors in the budding yeast along with Fhllp (Hofmann and Bucher,

lees)

1.3.3.2.4 FHA Domains

The FHA domain was first discovered in Forkhead proteins and has become known as a

protein-protein interaction domain (Hofmann and Bucher, 1995). This domain

recognises phospho-proteins, specifically phosphothreonine (pT) peptides (Durocher

et.al., 1999, Durocher et.aL.,2000 and Li et.a|.,2000) and is associated with proteins

involved in signal transduction, transcription, protein transport, DNA repair and protein

degradation (Li et.a\.,2000 and Durocher et.a|.,2000 (b)). Studies involving Rad53p, a

yeast protein involved in DNA damage checkpoint, showed the mutation of two

conserved residues (R70, H88) abolished the binding of the phospho-protein Rad9p and

with a synthetic phospho-peptide (Durocher et.al.,1999). Further to this, a substitution

of the pT+3 Asp on the phospho-peptide eradicated binding (Durocher et.al.,1999)

This implicates a specific binding consensus sequence for FHA domains in protein-

phosphoprotein interactions which have been identified through peptide library screens

for different FHA domains (Durocher et.a|.,2000 and Liao et.al., 2000). Structural

analysis of the Rad53FHAl domain revealed 11 B-strands with the connecting loops
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containing the conserved residues that interact with the pT phospho-peptides and not

with pS phospho-peptides (Durocher et. al., 2000).

7.3.3.3 Nddlp, a Possible "CLB2 cluster" Regulator

Nddlp was first isolated as a high copy suppressor of the cdc28-1M'mutant and was

found to have an essential function in mitosis (Loy et.al., 1999). It contains four

putative cdk phosphorylation sites, pT180, pT184, p5254 and pT319, and is cell cycle

regulated with peak expression just prior to the appearance of the "CLBZ cluster" at the

GzlM transition (Loy et.al., 1999). Overexpression studies of Nddlp have shown an

upregulation of "CLB2 cluster" genes without loss of periodic expression (Loy et.al.,

1999) implicating Nddlp as a regulator of "CLBZ cluster" genes at the Gz-I|l4 transition.

Nddlp cannot bind DNA itself but when fused to a DBD it can activate reporter

constructs implicating it as a putative transactivator (Loy et.al., 1999). In addition,

Nddlp has been shown to be recruited to the promoters of members of the "CLB2

cluster" in vivo and this recruitment is dependent on the presence of Fkhlp or Fkh2p

(Koranda et.a|.,2000). However, genetic evidence showing the lethality of a Lnddl carr

be rescued by deleting Afkh2 but not Lfkhl, indicates Nddlp has a role through Fkh2p

and not Fkhlp (Koranda et.a|.,2000). All thís evidence taken together ímplícates

Nddlp as an activator of the "CLB2 cluster" and Fkh2p øs a possíble represser

although the role of Fkh2p and Nddlp have not yet been eluci.døted.
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1.3.3.4 Summøry of G2/M Transitíon

At the entry to mitosis Mcmlp and a co-factor SFF are required for the activation of the

"CLBZ cluster". Recently SFF activity was purified and identified as Fkh2p, which,

along with Nddlp, may play an important role in mitotic entry. As the Clblp,2p

expression is switched on, a positive feedback loop is established to keep "CLB2

cluster" transcription on. Cells progress through mitosis and align condensed

chromosomes on the metaphase plate. At this point the cell activates the APC/C which

is directed by Cdc20p to degrade Pdslp and Clb5p to segregate chromosomes and

prepare for mitotic exit. The consequential release of Cdc14p promotes Cdhlp

dependent APC/C degradation of mitotic cyclins and activation of Siclp (CdkI) to

abolish mitotic-Cdk activity and allow cells to exit mitosis.

7.4 Summary

Nasmyth (1996) proposed that it was the B-type cyclin-Cdk activity that controls the

ordering and timing of the cell cycle whose levels are regulated by postranslational

events such as proteolysis, transcription of regulators and phosphorylation. Initiation of

the cell cycle occurs through Cln-Cdk activity in G1, which regulates transcription in

G1 and S-phase, such as the G1 cyclins, S-phase cyclins and genes necessary for DNA

replication, via the SBF and MBF. The appearance of the Clb5p,6p-Cdk activity fires

the replication origins and the consequential release and phosphorylation of the ORC's

by Clb5p,6p-Cdk inhibits reformation of these complexes on the DNA ensuring no re-

replication while there are B-type cyclins present. Along with this, Clb5p,6p-Cdk
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phosphorylates substrates such as the B-type Cdk inhibitor Siclp, Cln-Cdk inhibitor

Farl and Clnlp,2p, which target them for degradation. Production of Clb3p,4p occurs

during S-phase which influences spindle formation. At the GZIItl{ transition the "CLBZ

cluster" are activated in a Mcmlp-SFF dependent fashion by a mechanism which has

to be elucidated. As cells progress through mitosis the APC/C is activated by

phosphorylation and is directed to substrates through the co-factors Cdc2Op and Cdh1p.

The result is the separation of sister chromatids and the inactivation of mitotic-Cdk

through inhibition and degradation leading to mitotic exit. The inactivation of mitotic-

Cdk's allows the ORC's to reform on the DNA in preparation for another round of cell

division. Hence, through the regulation and action of the different Cdk activities, the

cell progresses through the division cycle in an ordered fashion where DNA replication

and cell division occurs only once.

1.5 Aims

An important event that has been discussed is the transcriptional activation at the GzlM

transition. The transcription factor complex is comprised of a homodimer of Mcmlp

and, until recently, an unidentified factor SFF. We have purified and identified the

activity of SFF as Fkh2p. I propose to investigate the role of Fkh2p in the regulation of

the "CLB2 cluster". Another protein, Nddlp, has been implicated in a transcriptional

role at the GZ|M transition. In this thesis, I will examine the possible role Nddlp plays

in this transcriptional regulation and its association, if any, with Fki2p.
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2.0 MATERIALS AND MBTHODS

2.1 Abbreviations

Antibody

Base pairs

Celsius

Cyclin dependent kinase

DNA Binding Domain

Deoxyribonucleic Acid

Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting

Forkhead Associated Domain

Gram

Haemagglutinin

Hour

Horseradish Peroxidase

Kilobase pair

Kilo Dalton

Litre

Moles per litre

Millilitre

Ab

bp

C

cdk

DBD

DNA

FACS

FHA

û

HA

hr

HRP

kb

KD

L

M

ml

mM Millimoles per litre
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pM

I'lg

pl

fnA

MQ

Micromoles per litre

Microgram

Microlitre

milli Amperes

Milli-Q

Messenger RNA

Optical Density

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

Polymerase Chain Reaction

Ribonucleic Acid

Relative centrifugal fields

Room Temperature

Phospahte Buffered Saline

PBS Triton

Polyethylene glycol

relative centrifugal force

Tris Borate EDTA

Ultra Violet

mRNA

OD

rcf

PAGE

PCR

RNA

RT

PBS

PBST

PEG

TBE

rcf

UV

V Volts
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2.2 Materials

2.2.7 Chemicals and Reagents

All chemicals and reagents used were of the highest purity available and were obtained

from the following suppliers:

2.2.1.1 Chemicals and Reagents Abbreviations

AMP Ampicillin Sigma

APS Ammonium Persulphate Sigma

Þ-M" B-mercaptoethanol Sigma

BSA Bovine Serum Albumin Sigma

dATP deoxyadenos ine triphosphate Boeringer

Mannheim

dCTP deoxycytosine triphosphate Boeringer

Mannheim

dGTP deoxyguanosine triphosphate Boeringer

Mannheim

dTTP deoxythymidine triphosphate Boeringer

Mannheim

DMSO Dimethylsulphoxide Sigma

DTT 1,4-Dithiothreitol Sigma

EDTA Etþlenediamine-tetra-acetic Acid Sigma
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EtBr Ethidium Bromide

Hydrochloric Acid

Sigma

BDH Chemicals

Sigma

Sigma

HCI

MOPS 3-[N-Morpholino]propanesulphonic acid Sigma

NP-40 Nonidet-P 40 Sigma

PMSF Phenylmethylsulphonylflouride Sigma

TEMED N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine

Tris Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane Sigma

SDS Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate Sigma

TEMED N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-Ethenediamine Sigma

TLCK N-Tosyl-L-lycinechloromethyl ketone

TPCK Tosyl-L-phenylalaninechloromethyl ketone Sigma

2.2.1.2 Materials and Reagents

1Kb plus DNA ladder Life Technologies

Acetic Acid BDH Chemicals

Acrylamide BioRad

Amino Acids

Ammonium Sulfate Sigma

Amplify Pharmacia

Azíde Sigma

Bis-Acrylamide BioRad

Sigma

Bromophenol Blue BioRad
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Bradford Reagent

Casamino acids

Chloroform

Ethanol

Formaldehyde

Formamide

Glycine

Glycerol

Glycogen

Hepes

Isopropanol

Klenow

Lyticase

Lithium Chloride

Magnesium Chloride

Methanol

PEG4OOO

PEGSOOO

Phenol

Poly dIdC

BioRad

Difco

BDH Chemicals

BDH Chemicals

BDH Chemicals

BDH Chemicals

BDH Chemicals

BDH Chemicals

Boehringer Mannheim

BDH Chemicals

Pharmacia

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

BDH Chemicals

BDH Chemicals

Wako Pure Chemicals

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

Ponceau S Sigma
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Potassium Acetate

Rainbow Protein Markers

Restriction Enzymes

RNAse Inhibitor

Salmon Sperm DNA

Skim Milk Powder

Sodium Acetate

Sodium Chloride

Sodium Hydroxide

TRIS

Triton-X-100

ULTRAhyb

Yeast Extract

Yeast Nitrogen Base

BDH Chemicals

Amersham

New England Biolabs

Roche

Boehringer Mannheim

Diploma

BDH Chemicals

BDH Chemicals

Sigma

Sigma

Ambion

Difco

Difco

Amersham

Boehringer Mannheim

MO BIO

Sigma

2.2.2 Kits

ECL Detection Kit Pierce

Megaprime Kit

Coupled Reticulocyte Lysate System Promega

QuickSpin Columns

UltraClean GelSpin

UltraClean PCR Purification MO BIO
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2.2.3 Rødiochemicals

3sS Methionine Geneworks

¡y-e321Rtt Geneworks

¡y-e3'z1 c:tl Geneworks

2.2.4 Buffers and Solutíons

10x Annealing Buffer lM NaCl, 100mM Tris pH 8.0, 50mM

MgCl

10x DNA/RNA loading Dye l57o F\coll4OO,0.257o BPB, (0.257o

Xylene cyanol for DNA)

10x MOPS 200mM MOPS pH 7.0, 50mM NaOAc,

10mM disodium EDTA

20x SSC 3M NaCl, 300mM sodium

cltrate

2x SDS Load 20Vo gIy cerol, 47oSDS, 1 00mM

Tris-HCl pH 6.8, l7o Bromophenol Blue,

0.57o þ-l|l4e

5x Binding Buffer 100mM Tris pH I .5,250mM NaCl, 15mM

MgCl, 5mM DTT, 25mM spermidine, 250

¡tg/ml- BSA, 100mM EDTA.

Blocking Solution 5Vo non-fat skim milk powder in PBST

LETS O.lM LiCl, O.OIM EDTA,
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Maxam-Gilbert Buffer

Nocodazole (Stock Sol")

Northern Load Dye

PBS

PBST

Phosphate Buffered Saline

Plate Solution

Ponceau Stain

Protein Extraction Buffer

0.01M Tris-HCL p}J7 .4,2Vo SDS

0.3M NHoOAc, 0.17o SDS

10mg resuspended in 1ml DMSO

I2.57o 10x MOPS,14.67o 4OVo

formaldehy de, 4LJ 7o formamide , 2.77o

EtBr,29.I7o 10x Load Dye

130mM NaCl, 10mM NarFIPOo, 30mM

NaHrPOo, pH 7.0

130mM NaCl, 10mM NarHPOo, 30mM

NaHrPOo, pH 7.0, 0.17o Tr\ton-X-100,

HrO to p}J7.2 with HCI

130mM NaCl, 10mM NarHPOo, 30mM

NaHrPOo

507o PEG4OO}, I07o LiOAc, 17o 1M Trts-

HCI pH 1 .5,0.2Vo 0.5M EDTA

O.5VoPonceau S, IVo acetic acid in MQ

0.2M Tris pH 8.0, 0.4M NH4SO4, lOmM

MgClr, lmMEDTA,l07o glycerol, 1mM

PMSF, 5mM Þ-M", 0.5mM TPCK, 25pM

HrO

TLCK
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Protein Resuspension Buffer 2O7o glycerol, 20mM Hepes pH 8.0,

5mM EDTA, 1mM PMSF, 5mM Þ-Me,

0.5mM TPCK, 25pM TLCK

SDS Running Buffer 25mM Tris pH7.0, 250mM gly cine, O.l%o

SDS

Solution 1 50mM glucose, 10mM EDTA,

2smJ|l4Tris pH 8.0

Solution 2 17o SDS, 0.2M sodium hydroxide

Solution 3 2509 potassium acetate, 45mL acetic

acid, up toll- with HrO

Nothern Stripping Solution 017o SDS

Wet Transfer Buffer 50mM Tris pH 7.0, 380mM glycine

X-gal Solution Zímglml X- gal in dimethylformamide

ZBtffer 60mM disodium hydrogen phosphate,

40mM dihydrogen phosphate, 10mM KCl,

1mM magnesium sulphate, 50mM 2-

mercaptoethanol

2.2.5 Plasmid.s

pBS.KS+ - cloning vector (Stratagene)

pT7plink - pGemZ backbone with T7 promoter (Dalton and Treisman)

pRS316 - CEN6 URA3 ARS4 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)
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pRS306 - Integrating URA3 ARS4 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)

pRS303 - Integrating HIS3 ARS4 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)

pRS314 - CEN6 TRPI ARS4 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)

pRS304 - IntegratingTRPl ARS4 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)

pRS315 - CEN6 LEU2 ARS4 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)

pYlplac204 - IntegratingTRPI pUCl9 MCS (Gietz and Sugino, 1988)

pYlplac2ll : Integrating URA3 pUC19 MCS (Gietzand Sugino, 1988)

pYCplac33 - CEN4 URA3 pUC19 MCS (Gietz and Sugino, 1988)

pYCplac22 - CEN4 TRPI pUCI9 MCS (Gietzand Sugino, 1988)

pYEplacl12 - 2¡t"TRPl pUC19 MCS (Gietz and Sugino, 1988)

pYEplacl95 - 2lt URA3 pUC19 MCS (Gietz and Sugino, 1988)

pYES2 - 2¡t URA3 GAL promoter (Invitrogen)

pVT100U - 2¡t URA3 ADH promoter (Vernet et.al., 1987)

2.2.6 Primers

2.2.6.1 Oligos for Band-shilt probes

SWIS,,: Top strand 5'-

tcgagtactttaacctgtttag g aaaaaggtaaacaataacaatacctacc att agcga-3'

Bottom Strand 5'- tcgatcgctaatggtaggtattgttattgtttacctttttcctaaacaggttàaagtac-3'
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SWI5ornu: Top Strand 5'-

tc g a gtacttta acctgtttaggaaaaaggtaaaaaataacaatacctaccattagc ga-3

Bottom Strand 5'- tcgatcgctaatggtaggtattgttattttttacctttttcctaaacaggttaaagtac-3'

CLB2*,: Top Strand 5'-ctcgataaatatagcgaccgaatcaggaaaaggtcaacaacgaagttcgcgatatgg-

3',

Bottom Strand 5'-ccatatcgcgaacttcgttgttgaccttttcctgattcggtc gctatattta-3'

CLB2,nu,: Top Strand 5'-

ctcgataaatatagc Eaccgaatcaccaaaaggtcaacaac gaagttc gc g at atgg-3'

Bottom Strand 5'-ccatatcg cgaacttcgttgttgaccttttg gtgattcggtcgctatattta-3'

2.2.6.2 Cloning Primers

FKH2-F: 5'- cac aca gaa ttc cat g gcc agc agc aatttt aac g-3'

FKH2-R: 5'- cac aca ctc gagtca gcg gcc gct tgg gtt gtt gat aat act gat ctt tgc-3'

FKH2-IDBD: 5'- cac aca ctc gagtca gcg gcc gct gggtaa act gtt gaattttgc c-3'

FKH2-2DBD: 5'- c aca cag aattcc atg gat ttt act tcg gac cta tcc cat gac-3'

FKHl-F: 5'- cac aca gaa ttc tca tga gtgtta cca 9ta ggg aac aaa aattta 9tg g-3'

FKHI-R: 5'- cac aca ctc gagtca gcg gcc gct tgg act cag aga gga att gtt cac gtt tgc

g-3'

FKHI-&F 5'- atg tct gtt acc agt agg-3'

FKHI-8R 5'- tca act cag aga ga1 gaattg-3'
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FKH2-I3R: 5'- cctttg gat ggg acatgt-3'

FKHI-LEU2: 5'- ccg gct cta atg aag att

UF: 5'- gta aaa cga cgg cca gt-3'

2.2.7 Primary Antibodie s

-I2CA5 monoclonal antibody raised against HA epitope

-98-10 monoclonal antibody raised against Myc epitope from Gerad Evan,

ICRF, London

-GAPDH monoclonal antibody from Trevor Lithgow, University of Melbourne

2.2. I S e condøry Antib odie s

Rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobin-HRP - obtained from DAKO

2.2.9 Yeast Strøins and Medin

Yeast strains used were isogenic with W303 -la (MATa ho, ura3-52, trpl-1, ade 2-1, lys

2-801, leu2-3, his 3-ll, l5 canl-100 [psi+]) unless specified differently.

YEPD Broth: I47o yeast extract, T27o bactopeptone, O.5Vo adenine,2To glucose

SD -Ura:u8Vo yeast nitrogen base, t47o casamino acids, 0.5Vo adenine,0.57o

leucine, 0.57o tryptophan, 27o carbon source.

SD -Trp:o\Vo yeast nitrogen base, IdIVo casamino acids, O.5Vo adenine,0.57o

leucine, 0.57o tryptophan 27o carbon source.

SD -Leu:.8%o yeast nitrogen base,0.5Vo Adenine, l07o l0x Amino acid dropout

(synthetic dropout -Leu), 2Vo carbon source
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SD -His:'8%o least nitrogen base,0.57o Adenine, IOTo l}x Amino acid dropout

(synthetic dropout -His), 2Vo carbon source

Solid Media: Agar plates were prepared by supplementing the above media with

1.57o bacto-agar.

SFOA Solid Media: 2.339 yeast nitrogen base, 332.5mg 5 FOA, 66.5mg uracil,

66.5mg leucine, 66.5mg adenine, 66.5mg histidine, 66.5mg tyrosine, 66.5m9

tryptophan, 66.5mg glucose, 27o Agar.up to 500m1 with HzO

2.2.10 Bacterial Straíns and Medía

DH5cr (FQ80d/acZ LMI5 L(lacZYA-argF)U169 deoR recAl endXl

h s dRIT (r *, m**) p ho A s upB44)v- thï I gy r A9 6 r el AI) (GIB CO).

-Calcium chloride competent cells were prepared as described by Ausubel et. al.

(ree2)

-L Amp plates: 17o sodium chloride, I7o trytone, 0.5Vo yeast exftact, 1.57o

bacto-agar, 1O0pg/ml ampicillin.

2.2. I 1 Mis c ellan e ou s Materíals

Acid washed glass beads (500 micron) Sigma

Broad Range Rainbow Markers Amersham

Nitrocellulose Schleicher and Schuell

Nylon Membranes Amersham

Quickspin Columns Roche Diagnostics
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Whattman Paper Whattman

X-ray Film AGFA

2.3 Yeast Manipulations

2. 3. 7 Y e a st Tran sformation s

A single yeast colony was used to inoculate fresh medium and grown to ODuuo 0.6 to

0.8. 1mL of cells was spun in a microcentrifuge at 20,800 rcf for 15 seconds. The

supernatant was discarded and cells resuspended in the residual media. 50pg carrier

DNA (salmon sperm) and 5pg of transforming DNA were added to the cells. 1ml of

plate solution (2.2.4.) was added, cells were mixed gently and incubated overnight at

room temperature. 200pL of cellswere takenfrom the bottom of the tube and plated on

selective media and incubated at 30oC for 2-3 days.

2.3.2 Yeast Genomic Integratíons

10pg of linearised plasmid containing the 3' coding region of the yeast gene of interest

was transformed along with a co-transforming plasmid into yeast (2.3.1). Cells were

first plated onto media selecting for the co-transforming plasmid then replicated onto

media selecting for an integration event. Integrations were screened using PCR.

2.3.3 Yeast Genomic DNA Extra.ction

5mL overnight cultures were harvested at 2,060 rcf for 5 minutes and the supernatant

discarded. Cells were resuspended in 500pL of 1M sorbitol, 0.1M EDTA pH 7.5 and
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transferred to 1.5mL eppendorf tubes. 50pg of Lyticase was added and cells incubated

at 37'C for t hour. Cells were then spun at 3.800 rcf for 1 minute and the supernatant

discarded. Cells were resuspended in 500pL 50mM TRIS pH 7.4, 20mM EDTA.

Sphaeroplasts were lysed by addition of 50pL of l}Vo SDS and incubation at 65"C for

30 minutes. 200¡tL of 5M potassium acetate was added and tubes incubated on ice for 1

hour. Tubes were then spun at 20,800 rcf for 5 minutes. The supernatant was

transferred to a new tube and nucleic acid precipitated by addition of 1 volume of

isopropanol. Tubes were spun for l0 seconds at 20,800 rcf, the supernatant was

removed and the pellets allowed to air dry. DNA was resuspended in 300pL of MQ

water and 15¡rg of RNase A was added and incubated for 30 minutes a37'C. DNA was

precipitated with 0.lx volume of 3M sodium acetate pH 5.2 and 200¡rL of isopropanol.

DNA \ryas recovered by centrifugation for 10 seconds at 20,800 rcf. After washing with

707o ethanol, pellets were allowed to air dry before being resuspended in 50¡-tl of MQ

water

2. 3.4 Slnchronisations

50mL overnight cultures grown from a single colony were used to inoculate fresh media

to ODuuo 0.1. Culture was then grown at 30"C to ODuuo 0.4 and an asynchronous cell

sample was collected by centrifugation. Cells were arrested in Gl using cr-factor to a

final concentration of 0.6pg/ml- for bar- strains and í¡tglmL for BAR strains, and

allowed to arrest for 2 hours. Arrest at Gl was verified by microscopy. Cells were then

released into fresh media by harvesting by centrifugation, washing twice in an equal
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volume of water and then inoculating fresh media. Samples were collected every 15

minutes by centrifugation and the cell pellet split into two for Northem analysis

2.3.5 Static Blocks

Overnight cultures, grown from a single colony, were diluted to an ODuuo of 0.1.

Cultures were then grown to ODuuo 0.4 where hydroxy-urea was added to a final

concentration of 0.1M to arrest cells at S phase. Nocodazole was added to a final

concentration of .0lpg/ml- to arrest cells at mitosis. Cells were arrested in G1 using cr-

factor at a final concentration of O.5pg/ml to arrest cells at Gl. Cells were allowed to

arrest for 3 hours at 30"C and checked for arrest by microscopy before harvesting by

centrif-ugation. 1x10? cells were cottecteJlalidate arrests through FACS

2. 4 B act e rial M anip ulatio n s

2. 4. 7 B acteri.al Tran sþrmøtio n s

1pg of DNA was added to 45pL of CaCl, competent E. coli cells. Cells were incubated

on ice for 20min. , 42oC for 2 minutes, on ice for 2 min. then resuspended in 1ml of LB

and incubated at 37"C for 20 minutes. The cells were plated onto L+AMP plates and

incubated overnight at 37'C

2. 4. 2 Mini Plasmid. Pr ep arøtion lrom B a.cte ría

A single bacterial colony was used to inoculate aZmL LB + AMP (0.lmg/ml) culture

which was grown overnight at 37"C. Cells were harvested from lml- of culture by
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kit.

centrifugation at 20,800 rcf for 15 seconds. The supernatant was discarded and cells

resuspended in 100pL of solution | (2.2.4.). 200¡tL of solution 2 (2.2.4.) was added

and mixed gently, followed by the addition of 150pL of solution 3 (2.2.4.). 400pL of

5M LiCl was added and after centrifugation at 20,800 rcf for 10 minutes the supernatant

was collected. Nucleic acids were precipitated with 800pL of 957o ethanol and

incubation on ice for 15 minutes. DNA was collected by centrifugation at 20,800 rcf for

10 min.. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was washed with 107o ethanol

and resuspended in 30pL of water. Plasmid preparations using this method were

digested in the presence of RNase. DNA was also recovered using the Qiagen miniprep

2.4.3 Maxí Plasmid Prepq.ration from Bacteria

A single bacterial colony was used to inoculate a2mL LB + AMP (0.lmg/ml) culture

which was grorwn overnight at 3J'C. 200¡tL of this culture was used to inoculate a

20OmJ LB + AMP (O.lmg/ml) culture and grown overnight at37"C. Cultures were

harvested by centrifugation at 2,060 rcf for 10 min.. The supernatant was discarded and

cells resuspended in 5mL of solution I (2.2.4.) to which 10ml of solution 2 (2.2.4.) was

added, mixed gently and left on bench for 10 minutes. 1SmL of solution 3 (2.2.4.) was

added followed by gentle mixing and incubation on ice for 15 minutes. The supernatant

was recovered after centrifugation for 15 minutes at 2,060 rcf . Nucleic acids were

precipitated with 1 volume of cold isopropanol and incubation on ice for 15 minutes and

collected via centrifugation at 2,060 rcf for 10 min.. The pellet was resuspended in
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1.5m1 of water and high molecular weight RNA's were precipitated by addition of 2nI-

of cold 5M LiCl and incubation on ice for 5 minutes and collected via centrifugation for

5 min. at 2,060 rci. The nucleic acids were precipitated with 2 volumes of cold 957o

ethanol and harvested by centrifugation at 2,060 rcf for 10 min. and the pellet was

allowed to air dry. After resuspension in 800pL of H2O the RNA was degraded by

addition of 36pg of RNase and incubated for 15 min. at37'C. DNA was precipitated by

addition of 0.5 volumes of 207o PEG8000, 2.5M sodium chloride solution and

incubation on ice for 5 minutes. DNA was collected by centrifugation at 20,800 rcf for

5 min.. The DNA pellet was resuspended in 600pL of water and extracted twice with

600pL of Phenol/Chloroform. Clean DNA was precipitated with 0.1 volumes of 3M

sodium Acetate pH 5.2 and 2.5 volumes of cold 957o ethanol and harvested by

centrifugation at 20,800 rcf. DNA pellets were washed with 707o ethanol and allowed

to air dry on bench followed by resuspension in water.

2.5 Protein Detection Methods

2.5.1 Prenaratíon of Whole Cell Protein Extracts

Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 2,060 rcf for 5 minutes. Media was aspirated

and cells washed by resuspending in lml- of cold water and centrifugation for 15

seconds at 20,800 rcf. Cells were resuspended in 500pL of cold protein extraction

buffer (2.2.4) and transferred to tubes containing an equal volume of chilled acid

washed 5OO-micron glass beads. Cells were lysed in a Biospec bead beater at 4'C using
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4x 15 second bursts at maximum speed. Cellular debris was spun out at 20,800 rcf at

4'C. The supernatant was transferred to new tubes and protein was precipitated by

slowly adding 0.8 volumes of saturated ammonium sulphate and tumbling at 4'C for 30

minutes. Protein was harvested by centrifugation at 20,800 rcf for 10 minutes. The

pellet was retrieved and carefully washed with 1mL of cold protein resuspension buffer

(2.2.4.) and resuspended in 50pL of resuspension buffer. Protein was snap frozen on

solid carbon dioxide and stored at -80"C

2. 5.2 D etermination oÍ protein c onc entration

Protein concentrations of cell extracts were determined as described by Bradford

(1976). Absorbsnce at 595nm was measured using a Pharmacia LKB Ultrospec III UV

Spectrophotometer. Protein concentrations were calculated using a standard curve

generated from known concentrations of BSA. Zero protein concentration was defined

as the absorbence at 595nm of Bradford Reagent only.

2.5.3 SDS-PAGE Analy sis

SDS-PAGE analysis was performed as described by Laemmli (1970). Separating gels

used were between 8-127o acrylamide depending on the size of the protein of interest.

Gels were composed of 407o Bis-acrylamide solution (29:l),375mM Tris pH 8.8,0.1Vo

SDS,0.27o APS and 0.17o TEMED. Separating gels were allowed to polymerise for 30

minutes to I hour under a layer of water. The water was then removed and a stacking

gel comprising 47o Bis-acrylamide (29:1), 125mM Tris pH 6.8,O.LVo SDS, 0.27o APS

and 0.I7o TEMED was poured and allowed to polymerise with a gel comb to create
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'wells. Mini-gels (10cm xTcm x 0.7mm) were loaded with 30pg of protein per well and

run at 20mA per gel in SDS running buffer (2.2.4.)

2.5.4 Western Anallsis

Proteins separated by SDS-PAGE were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane using

Biorad wet transfer apparatus at25OmA for t hour in Wet Transfer Buffer (2.2.4.). The

membranes were then blocked with 57o skim milk powder inO.lVo Triton-X in PBS at

4oC overnight. Membranes were incubated with primary Ab with l7o skim milk powder

lt 0.17o Triton-X in PBS in sealed plastic bags for 2 hours while rotating. The

membrane was then washed 4 x 10 min. with O.I7o Triton-X in PBS. Membranes were

then incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary Ab with l7o skim milk powder in}.I%o

Triton-X in PBS for t hour while rotating. The membrane was then washed 4 x 10 min.

with O.I7o Triton-X in PBS and then washed with chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce)

for 1 minute. The membrane was exposed to X-ray film and the film developed using

an AGFA Curix 60 developer.

2.6 Determination of Cell Cycle Status

2.6.1 Preparøtion oÍcellslor FACS analysis

1x107 cells were harvested by centrifugation for 30 seconds at 20,800 rcf and

resuspended in 3mL of water. Cells were sonicated briefly for 3-5 seconds followed by

the addition of 7mL of cold 957o ethanol while vortexing and incubated at 4'C

overnight. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 2,060 rcf for 5 min. and
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resuspended in 5mL of 50mM sodium citrate pH7. Cells were pelleted again by

spinning for 5 minutes at 2,060 rcf . The supernatant was discarded and cells were

resuspended in lml- of 50' mM sodium citrate pH 7 followed by sonication for 3-5

seconds. RNase A was added to a final concentration of O2ímglml- and incubated for

t hour at 50"C. 50pL of Z}mg/rrÍ- proteinase K was added followed by incubation at

50"C for t hour. At room temperature, lml- of 50mM sodium citrate pH 7 containing

l6mg/mI- of propidium iodide was added and cells were analysed on a flow cytometer

2.7 RNA Detection Methods

2.7.1 Isolatíon of Cellulnr RNA

Cells were harvested by centrifugation for 5 minutes at 2,060 rcf. Pelleted cells were

washed with 1mL of water and collected by centrifugation for 30 seconds at 20,800 rcf.

Cells were resuspended in 250pL of LETS (2.2.4.) and transferred to cold screw cap

tubes containing 300pL of phenol and 300pL of acid washed glass beads. Cells were

lysed in a Biospec bead beater at4'C using 3x 15 second bursts at maximum speed.

Tubes were then spun for 1 minute at 20,800 rcf and an extra 250¡t"L of LETS was

added and tubes vortexed for 15 seconds. Tubes were then spun for 5 minutes at 20,800

rcf. The supernatant was collected and extracted twice with an equal volume of

phenol/chloroform. RNA was precipitated with 0.1x volumes of 5M lithium chloride

and 2.5 volumes of cold ethanol and placed at -80oC for t hour. After centrifuging at

20,800 rcf for 10 min. the pellet RNA was dried at 65"C. The pellet was then
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resuspended in 250pL water and RNA was re-precipitated by the addition of 0.1x

volumes of 3M sodium acetate pH 5.2 and2.5x volumes of cold ethanol. The RNA was

collected by centrifugation at 20,800 rcf for 10min., dried and resuspended in 50pL of

water after drying at 65"C.

2.7.2 Northern Blot Anabsis

RNA isolated from whole cell extracts was run ona2.2M formaldehyde gel (1.5g

agarose, 108mL water, 15mL 1OxMOPS (2.2.4.),27mL 4OVo formaldehyde) using

IxMOPS as running buffer. 20¡tg of RNA was added to 20¡t"L of loading dye (2.2.4)

and final volume made up to 30¡rL with RNase free water. Samples were incubated at

65"C for 10 minutes before loading on to gel. Gel was run at 70V for 2 hours. RNA

was visualised under UV light and the gel was washed for 10 minutes in RNase free

water. RNA was capillary transferred to a pre-wet Amersham Hybond-N nylon

membrane overnight using 20x SSC (2.2.4.) as the transfer buffer. After air drying the

membrane was auto UV crosslinked using a Stratagene UV Crosslinker

The membrane was pre-hybridised For 2 hours at 42'C using Ambion ULTRAhyb

solution. Probes were generated using an Amersham Megaprime Labelling Kit using

1¡rg of probe DNA. The probe was purified using Sephadex G-50 Quick Spin columns

by spinning for 5 min. at 330 rcf. The probe was transferred to a screw cap tube and

denatured for 3 min. at 100"C before being added directly to the membrane/pre-

hybridisation mixture. The membrane was incubated overnight at 42'C in a Hybaid
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oven. The probe solution was removed and the membrane washed twice at 42'C in a

Hybaid oven with 2xSSC, 0.17o SDS for 15 minutes followed by 2 washes with

O.2xSSC, 0.17o SDS for 15 minutes. The membrane was then placed in a sealed plastic

bag and exposed to X-ray film at -80"C. Signals were also detected using a Molecular

Dynamics Phosphorlmager machine.

Membranes were stripped by incubation in 0.0I7o SDS at 65"C for 2 hours and stored

between 2 pieces of Whattman Paper at room temperature.

2.5în vitro Protein Translations

2. 8. I I n v itr o C o up I e d Tran s c rip tío nlT røn sløtio n

AII in vitro protein translations were carried out using a Promega TnT Rabbit

Reticulocyte Lysate Kit according the manufacturers directions but using 2¡tg of DNA.

Sample was stored at -80"C

Translated protein was quantified by running 2¡t"L of reaction mix on a I27o SDS PAGE

gel. The gel was then fixed (50Vo MeOH, 107o Acetic acid), amplified and dried on a

gel dryer followed by exposure to X-ray film at -80oC. Appropriate bands were cut

from gel and counted in a LKB 1214 Rackbeta Liquid Scintillation Counter. The

specific activity of each band was used to quantify the amount of translated protein

according to the presence of Methionines in the protein.
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2.9 Ele ctrophoretic Mobility ShiÍt Assøys

2.9.1 Generation of Radíoløbelled DNA Probes

100 pmoles each of two complimentary 50mer DNA oligonucleotides were added to

5pL of 10x annealing buffer (2.2.4.) and the final volume made up to 50pL with water.

Oligonucleotides were annealed in a Perkin Elmer 9600 PCR machine using the

following cycle: 3 minutes at 80oC, 60 minutes ramp to 25oC,14 minutes 4"C. Or probe

was retrieved from plasmid DNA via digestion.

Probe was radiolabelled in the following reaction: 5pL annealed probe, 5pL [y-P3'z]

dATP (10mCi/ml),5p L [y-p"] dcTP (l0mci/ml-), 1.3pL 0.5mM dGTP, 1.3pL

0.5mM dTTP, 0.5pL 1M DTT, 1pL Klenow and 2pL 10x annealing buffer. The

reaction mixture was incubated for t hour at 25"C followed by the addition of 2¡tL of

0.5M EDTA to stop the reaction. 5pL of 10x load buffer was added and the mix was

loaded onto a pre-run native IZVo l9:1 acrylamide gel in lx TBE and run for 2 hours at

170V. The gel was then wrapped in saran wrap and exposed to X-ray film. The

appropriate band was cut from the gel and incubated at 37oC overnight in 500pL of

Maxam-Gilbert buffer (2.2.4.). The liquid was then retrieved and DNA was

precipitated with 2¡tL of glycogen and 3x volumes of cold ethanol. The tube was then

spun for 30 minutes at 20,800 rcf. The pellet was retrieved and air-dried before being

resuspended in 50pL of 1x binding buffer (2.2.4). lpl- was counted in aLKB l2l4
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Rackbeta Liquid Scintillation Counter and the probe activity was adjusted to 100,000

counts per minute. Probes were stored at 40C.

2.9.2 Mobilit Shífi Assays

Binding reactions were carried out as follows: 4¡tL 5x binding buffer, l¡rl- poly

dIdC:dIdC, 1-5pL of in vitro translated protein (2.8.1.) and water to 20pL. The reaction

mixture was allowed to sit on bench for 5 minutes before adding lpl- of radiolabelled

DNA probe (100,000 counts). The reaction was then incubated at room temperature for

20 minutes followed by addition of 2¡tL of load dye. Samples were loaded on a pre-run

native 47o l9:1 acrylamide gel consisting of 5mL 40Vo acrylamide (19:l), I.25mL 20x

TBE, 425mL water, 100pL TEMED and run at ITOY for 2 hours in 0.5x TBE. The gel

was then transferred to Whattman Paper and dried on a gel dryer, followed by exposure

to X-ray film.

2.10 Enzymutic Assøys

2. 70. 1 BluelWhite Assat

N-Hybond nitrocellulose membranes were placed onto selective media yeast plates on

which yeast was streaked in patches. After incubation overnight filters were submerged

in liquid nitrogen for 5 seconds and allowed to air dry. Whattman paper was saturated

with 1.8m1 Z bluffer + 25¡tL if X-gal solution (2.2.4) on which the filter was placed

This was incubated until the colour developed. Another piece of Whattman paper was
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saturated with 1.8m1 of 0.25M sodium carbonate and the filter was added to stop the

reaction. Filters were allowed to dry.
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Chapter 3:

Fkh2p is a Component of SFF



3.0 Fkh2p is a Component of SFF

3.1 Introduction.

Recently, R Kumar in our lab was able to purify a biochemical activity that followed

SFF activity in vitro. Yeast extracts were put through two rounds of DNA affinity

chromatography using concatenated SWI5 uo, oligonucleotide duplexes that were

biotinylated and coupled to streptavidin beads. The corresponding activity was

examined via MALDI analysis and identified as Fkh2p (Kumar et.al.,2OOO). Fkh2p is a

member of a family of transcription factors that are characterised by their DNA binding

domain (DBD), a winged-helix motif (see 1.3.3.2.3). In the budding yeast there are four

forkhead proteins, one of which (Fkhlp) shows an 827o similarity to Fkh2p (see figure

1.7). For Fkh2p to be a component of SFF it must exhibit the biochemical and genetic

characteristics of SFF. SFF was identified as a co-factor of Mcmlp in"CLBZ cluster"

regulation. Examination of the UAS's of the "CLB2 cluster" has revealed the presence

of Mcmlp/SFF consensus binding sites in26 of the 33 genes (Spellman et.al., 1998)

Two of these UAS's (SI4z15 and CLB2) have been studied extensively and have shown

SFF binding is dependent on Mcmlp (Lydall et.al., 1991, Althoefer et.a|.,1995 and

Maher et.a|.,1995). A single base substitution in the SFF consensus DNA binding site

in the SWIS UAS eradicates SFF binding in vitro and inhibits reporter activation in vivo

(Lydall et.al,l99l). In this chapter I report the biochemical characterisation of Fkh2p

as SFF in its ability to form temary complexes with Mcmlp on the cell-cycle regulated
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SWIïrA" arrd CLB2uA, and identify the Fkh2p and Mcmlp domains necessary for ternary

complex formation.

3.2 Results

3.2J In vitro Bínding Activiû of Fkh2p on the SWISn^and CLB2^ .

To examine the possibility that Fkh2p has SFF-like binding activity, in vitro band-shifts

were used to test the ability of Fkh2p to form Mcmlp-dependent ternary complexes on

the SWI5ros. FKH2 was first PCR amplified from yeast genomic DNA using primers

FKH2-F and FKH2-R. This PCR product was then cloned as a NcoUXhoI fragment into

TTpLINK (T7 FKH2) downstream of a T, promoter allowing in vitro translation. A 6-

MYC epitope tag was inserted in frame as a Notl fragment at the C-terminus of FKH2

for identification using the 9E10 mono-clonal antibody (Ab). Fkh2p and Fkh2pu,.r"

were translated in rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL) and their ability to bind the SWI5 rot

was tested using band-shifts (figure 3.1). Two probes were used in the band-shift

assays. The first was a 55bp fragment from the SWI5uo, that contained the Mcmlp and

SFF binding sites called SWIS*, and the second was a mutant probe (SWI5A2,6)

containing a single base substitution, an insertion of an adenine at position 296,

abolishing SFF binding (Lydall et.al., l99I). In the presence of recombinant Mcmlpt

,,, (rMcmlr12), Fkh2p and Fkh2pu,,r" were able to form ternary complexes on the

SWI5*, probe (figure 3.1). Addition of crc-myc Ab shifted the Mcm1p,-,rr-Fkh2pu*r"
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Figure 3.1 Ternary complex formation by Fkh2p on the SWIí promoter in vitro. SWIS,, and

SWI5A2.6 probes were used in band-shift assays with or without recombinant Mcmlpt-tt,

irfvfcmip, ,,r) and either Fkh2p or Fkh2pu*yc or unprogrammed lysate (RRL)' Free probe and

the position-of complexes containing rMimt,-,rr, Fkh2p and Fkh2umyc âre indicated. The

addition of ø-myc Ab antibody and the resultant supershifted complex are indicated.



complex indicating Fkh2pu*r. was indeed a part of the ternary complex (figure 3.1).

Autonomous binding of Fkh2p and Fkh2po,,y" could only be seen after long exposures

(data not shown). On the SWI5A2*6 probe however, neither Fkh2p or Fkh2pu,,r. could

form complexes in the presence or absence of rMcmlp,-,,r. The ternary complexes

Fkh2p formed with rMcmlp,_,,, behave like those previously characterised for SFF

from cell extracts (Lydall et.al.,1991, and figure 3.3 a).

To further examine the ability of Fkh2p to form ternary complexes in vitro, a yeast

strain containing a 6-MYC epitope tagged Fkh2p was constructed. A FKH2 DNA

fragment (encoding aa323-aa862) from the T, FKH2 vector mentioned previously was

cloned into the yeast vector pYLplac2}4 (TRPl) as a HindllUXhol fragment (f\gwe 3.2

a). In addition a 6-MYC epitope tag was inserted 3' of the STOP codon as a NorI

fragment (figure 3.2 a). This construct was linearised using NcoI (contained within

FKH2) and transformed into a W303 yeast strain expressing a truncated Mcmlp1es,

5226 (W303: MATI mcml::LEU2 ura3::ADH-mcml,-nu) for integration at the FKH2

locus. Colonies that were selected on -trp media were tested using PCR (primers

FKH2-F and UF) and Western analysis to identify integrants expressing Fkh2pu,or"

(figure 3.2b and c). A successful integration formed a functional Fkh2pu,nr" and a non-

functional truncated Fkh2p
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Figure 3.2 Construction of an epitope tagged Fkh2p yeast strain. (a) A FKH2 fragment (bases

968-2589 (1-FKH2)) was cloned as a HindlIIlXhoI fragment (XhoI was engineered by PCR) into

pY\plac2}4. A 6-MYC epitope tag was inserted at the 3' end of |-FKH2 as a NotI fragment (NotI

was engineered by PCR). The plasmid was then linearised by Ncoland integrated into the FKH2

locus (g-FKH2) in a W303 yeast strain , 5226 (W303: MATa ntcml::LEU2 ura3::ADHl-mcml ,-e6)

through homologous recombination. The resultant clone produced a TRPI positive strain that has a

truncated non -functional Fkh2p and a functional epitope tagged, full length Fkh2p. (b) The

integration was confirmed by PCR using primers FKH2-F and UF. Genomic DNA was isolated

5226 and,the FKH2u,,y,, strain and used as the template in the PCR. The PCR product of a positive

clone was 2889bp as índicated. (c) Cell lysate was isolated from 5226 and FKH26,y,yeast strains

and tested using Western analysis. cr-myc Ab was used to elucidate the presence of Fkh2pu.r.

which is a 106kDa protein.
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Cell lysategfrom3226 and FKH2ø.y,(W303: MATa mcml::LEU2 ura3::ADH-mcml,-nt

fkh2::FKH2a,ny,-TRP1) were collected and used in band-shift assays with SIV15,, and

SWISA2s6 probes (figure 3.3 a and b). On the SWlï,,probe the previously characterised

Mcmlp,_nr-SFF ternary complexes were formed (figure 3.3 a and b). The addition of

the ø-myc Ab supershifted the Mcml,-nr-SFF complex in the strain containing m2pu,,r"

but not Fkh2p (figure 3.3 a and b) indicating the shift was specific for the presence of

the 6-MYC epitope fused to Fkh2p. Neither of the FKH2 and FKH2u,,y. strains formed

temary complexes on the SWI5A2,6 as expected (figure 3.3 a and b), although there was

an uncharacterised band present (marked with x) that does not contain Fkh2pu,or" (figure

3.3 b). These binding activities are consistent with those expected for Mcm1p,-n*-SFF

Further characterisation of Mcmlp-Fkh2p complexes in cell lysates were conducted

using a galactose inducible FKH26,,y, construct. FKH2 was PCR amplified from yeast

genomic DNA using primers FKH2-F and FKH2-R, containing engineered EcoRI, Notl

and Xhol sites, and inserted into pYES2 vector as an EcoRUXhol fragment downstream

of a GALI promoter. A 6-MYC epitope tag was inserted at the C-terminus of FKH2 as

a Notl fragment 5'ofthe STOP codon. The pYES2 vector or the G.FKH26,,yc were

transformed into aW303 yeast strain, S130 (W303: MATa MCML ura3-52), grown on

raffinose containing medium until mid log phase, then supplemented with 2Vo glucose

or 27o galactose and induced for 2 hours. The cell lysates from these cells were

harvested and used in'Western analysis and band-shifts using the SWIS., probe (figure
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Figure 3.3 Ternary complex formation by Fkh2p. (a) Cell extracts were prepared from 5226 and

used in a band-shift assay with the SWI|,' or SWISorru probe. The free probe, Mcmlp,-n, and

Mcmlp,_nr-SFF complexes and the addition of cx-myc Ab are indicated. An uncharacterised complex

forms on the SWI5A2e6 mutant probe (indicated with x). (b) Same as a but using the FKH2un¡yc yeast

strain. Complexes including supershifted complexes are as indicated. (c) Same as b but using the

CLB2uAS probe.
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3.4 a and b). The induction of Fkh2pu-y" (figure 3.4 a) resulted in the formation of an

additional complex on the SWI5*, probe indicative of Mcmlp-SFF ternnary complexes

which was shifted with the addition of the o(-myc Ab (figure 3.4b). This further shows

Fkh2p can form ternary complexes with Mcmlp invitro.

3.2J.2 ln vitro Binding on the CLB2o

The in vilro assembly of Mcmlpr-,rr-Fkh2p complexes on the CLB2,AS was tested

through band-shift assays using two probes. The first was a 55bp fragment containing

wild type (wt) Mcmlp binding sites and a wt SFF site (CLB2,,) (Maher et.a|.,1995).

The second probe was a 24}bp fragment of the CLB2 UAS that contained three Mcmlp

binding sites (CLB2ror) and has been shown to be essential for optimal UAS activity

(Loy et.al., 1999). in vitro translated Fkh2p and Fkh2p6rnyc w€re added to these probes

with or without rMcmlp,-,,r. Ternary complexes readily formed on the CLB2*, and

CLB2,AS probes in the presence of rMcmlp r-rrr,Fl<h2p or Fkh2pu,,r" (figure 3.5 a and b)

but only low level autonomous Fkh2p binding was observed after a long exposure as

was the case on the SWI5., (data not shown). On the CLB2uAS probe multiple rMcmlpt

,r, and rMcmlp,-,r r-Fkh2p complexes were observed (Figure 3.5 b), probably due to the

three Mcmlp-SFF binding sites found in this 24obp fragment of the CLB2 UAS. The

addition of cr-myc Ab shifted the rMcmlpr-l12-Fkh2po,ny" coÍìplexes on the CLB2*, and

CLB2uAS probes (figure 3.5 a and b respectively). The observation of Fkh2p binding in

a Mcmlp dependent manner on the CLB2 UAS implicates Fkh2p as a component of

SFF
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Figure 3.4 Overexpressed Fkh2p forms ternary complexes with Mcmlp. (a) W303 cells

(S130) were transformed with the pYES2 (vector) or the corresponding galactose-inducible

FKH26,,y,,vector (G.FKH26,,,y,.). Asynchronous log-phase cells were grown in Raffinose-

containiíg medium and then supplemented with either ZVo Glucose or 2%o Galactose. After

2hrs of induction, cells were harvested and lysates were checked for the presence of Fkh2u'nr"

as indicated. (b) The lysates from a were used in band-shift assays using the SWI5*, probe.

Complexes are as indicated.
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Figure 3.5 Ternary complex formation by Fkh2p on the CLB2 promoter invitro. (a) CLB2*,probe

was used in band-shift assays with or without recombinant Mcmlp,-,,, (rMcmlpt-tt) and either
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Cell lysates from the Fkh2purnyc ]êâst strain used in the SWI5 experiments (figures 3.3

and3.4 a and b) were added to the CLB2,AS probe in band-shift assays. Multiple

Mcmlp,_n, complexes were observed indicative of the multiple Mcmlp binding sites

(figure 3.4 c). A Mcm1p,_e8-SFF ternary complex was also observed which was shifted

with the addition of cr-myc Ab (fig 3.4 C) indicating Fkh2pu,nr" as a component of this

temary complex.

3.2.2 Bínding ol FkhLp to the SWIS,,otín vitro

FKHL was cloned into the TTpLINK vector (used previously for FKH2) as a

BspMllXhol fragment generated by PCR from yeast genomic DNA using primers

FKHI-F and FKHI-R. FKHL was translated in RRL and its ability to bind to the SWIS

UAS in band-shift assays was tested. Fkhlp was unable to form complexes in the

presence or absence of rMcmlpr-rrz otr the SWI5*, or SWI5o.rru probe used in figure 3.1

(figure 3.6), indicating that Fkhlp does not share the properties of Fkh2p in binding the

SWI5 UAS in vitro,therefore it is unlikely to be SFF

3.2.3 Mapping the Mcmlp Dependent DNA Bindíng Domain of Fkh2p.

Several Fkh2p truncation mutants were made based around the Fkh2p DBD (figurc 3.1

a). TrFKH2T-4.57 wâs amplified ftomTrFKH2 using primers FKH2-IDBD and FKH2-F

and inserted into TTpLINK as a NcoUXhoI fragment. T.FKH21-¡,6-862was also amplified

using primers FKH2-ZDBD and FKH2-R and cloned into TTpLINK as NcoUNcol

(uu326 - uu4 57 ), N c oll Xhol ( cro45 8 - cro 8 62) ft agments. T r F KH2 32 6 - 4s1 w as constructed
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SWI1*, and SWISornu probes were used in band-shift assays with or without recombinant
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the position of complexes containing rMcmLr-rrr, are indicated.



as a NcoUXhoI (ua326-aa457) fragment generated by PCR using primers FKH2-

2DBD and FKH2-IDBD. T,FKH2326-ss4 was constructed by removing a MunUNotI

fragment from FKH2236-862. TflKH2^DBD was constructed by removing the DBD of

Tf KH2 generating D G I D K P. Each of the constructs were translated in RRL and

used in band-shift assays with the SWIï,,, probe with or without rMcmlpr-rr, (figure 3.7

b). Fkh2poo"o and Fkh2p326a5þere unable to form ternary complexes in the presence

or absence of rMcm1,_,,, (figure 3.7 b) demonstrating that the DBD is essential but not

sufficient for complex formation. The other mutants formed rMcmlp,-t, ternary

complexes as efficiently as Fkh2p (figure 3.1 b) indicating that neither the amino or

carboxy-termini are important for Mcmlp dependent DNA binding while a small

extension of the DBD is sufficient for ternary complex formation.

3.2.4 The Proteín Interactíon Domain of McmTp is Necessary Íor Fkh2p

Recruitment.

To determine if Fkh2p recruitment to DNA is due to the Mcmlp DNA binding or the

protein interaction domain, fusion constructs between Mcmlp and Serum Response

Factor (SRF) were utilised (Nurrish and Treisman, 1995 and Wynne and Treisman,

1992). These constructs (figure 3.8 a) were translated in RRL and used in band-shift

assays with in vitro translated Fkh2p and ActL-SFF and SWIS,, probes. The ActL-SFF

probe contains an SFF binding site and an optimal SRF DNA binding element which

Mcmlp does not bind. SRF is also unable to bind the SW15,, probe. Autonomous

Mcmlp and Mcmlp,-,,, binding to the ActL-SFF probe was not observed, however,
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ternary complexes were formed in the presence of Fkh2p implicating Fkh2p in

stabilising Mcmlp DNA binding through protein-protein interaction (figure 3.8 b)

MMSSp (figure 3.8 a), which contains the Mcmlp DBD and the SRF protein

interaction domain, could not form complexes in the presence or absence of Fkh2p on

the ActL-SFF probe (figure 3.8 b). This implicates the ternary complexes that were

observed with Mcmlp and Mcmlp,-,,, and Fkh2p on this probe are due to protein-

protein interactions and not DNA binding. Furthermore, Mcmlp protein interaction

domain, when fused to the SRF DBD (SSMMp (figure 3.8 a)), was able to recruit

Fkh2p into a temary complex whereas SRF could not (figure 3.8 b). These experiments

implicate the protein-protein interaction domain of Mcmlp as the key component for

Fkh2p recruitment.

In addition to the above experiments, Mcm1p1-r2 was able to form complexes on the

SWI5', probe with and without Fkh2p as previously shown in figure3.1 (figure 3.8 c)

MMSSp was able to bind the SWI5,,, probe but only formed weak ternary complexes in

the presence of Fkh2p probably due to the absence of the optimal Mcmlp protein-

protein interaction domain (figure 3.8 c). SRF could not bind to the SWIS,,, probe, but

when fused to the Mcmlp protein interaction domain (SSMMp) it could form ternary

complexes with Fkh2p (figure 3.8 c). This complex was stronger than that observed

with MMSSp implicating the Mcmlp interaction domain as the dominant domain for

Fkh2p recruitment.
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Through the use of these SRF/Mcmlp fusion experiments we have identified the

Mcmlp protein-protein interaction domain as being vital for the recruitment of Fkh2p to

the promoter rather than the DNA binding domain of Mcmlp.

3.2.5 Fkh2p is present throughout the cell clcle

To examine the abundance of Fkh2p in throughout the cell cycle the FKH2u,ny" strain

from 3.2.1.1 (see figure 3.2) was blocked in Gl using ü-factor, S-phase using

hydroxyurea (HU) and mitosis with nocodazole (Noc). The FKH2o,oy" strâin was grown

to an ODuuo 0.4 on YEP media supplemented with 2Vo glucose at which time the

blocking agents were added. The cells were allowed to block for two hours, blocks

were checked visually and the cells were harvested. 1x107 cells were taken, fixed, DNA

stained using propidium iodide and the blocks checked using FACS analysis (figure 3.9

a). Lysates were made from the remaining cells and run on a lOTo SDS-PAGE gel,

transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed for the presence of Fkh2pu,ny" using

o(-myc Ab and GAPDH as a loading control (figure 3.9 b). Fkh2p was found in all

phases of the cell cycle (figure 3.9 b).

3.3 Discussion

Here it has been demonstrated that the previously unidentified Mcmlp dependent DNA

binding activity of SFF is Fkh2p. Fkh2p, a member of the forkhead family of

transcription factors, binds to the CLB2 and SI4z15 UAS's ("CLBZ clustet" genes) in a
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Mcmlp dependent manner forming ternary complexes indistinguishable from that of

SFF (figure 3.3). The consensus site that is present in the SWIS and CLB2 promoters is

identical to that reported for other members of the Forkhead family in other species

(Kaufman and Knochel, 1996). This consensus sequence, along with the Mcmlp

consensus, can be found in26 of the 35 "CLBZ cluster" genes identified by microarray

analysis (Spellman et.al., 1998), implicating Fkh2p as a regulator of "CLBZ cluster"

activation. The formation of Mcmlp/Fkh2p complexes in vitro does not exclude the

possibility that other, as yet, unidentified factors may be involved in complex

formation. Supporting these observations, work by other groups published at the same

time have confirmed Fkh2p as a Mcmlp dependent binder of "CLB2 cluster" promoters

(Pic et.a|.,2000 and Koranda et.a|.,2000). Further to this we, and others, have shown

the in vivo recruitment of Fkh2p and Fkhlp to the "CLB2 clustet" promoters (Kumar

et.al.,20OO, Koranda et.al., 2000 and Zhu et.a\.,2000). However, we have shown that

Fkhlp does not form ternary complexes with Mcmlp in vitro even though it has the

same consensus sequence as Fkh2p. Recently howevet, Fkhlp and Fkh2p have been

shown to bind autonomously to these UAS's in vitro when present at very high levels

and the binding of Fkh2p is enhanced 100 fold in the presence of Mcmlp (Hollenhorst

et.a|.,2001). This indicates Fkh2p is the dominant Mcmlp-dependent binder of the

"CLBT cluster" UAS's, even though Fkhlp has a 727o indentity with Fkh2p over the

DBD and shares the same DNA consensus site (Zhu et.a1.,2000)
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Mcmlp could be playing two roles in recruiting Fkh2p to the promoter. Firstly, the

recruitment of Fkh2p via protein-protein interactions is supported by the ability of SFF

to stabilise binding of Mcmlp to mutant SWI5 binding sites (Lydall et.al., 1991),

however, DNA bending could play the major role in Fkh2p recruitment. This is

supported by FREAC (human forkhead protein) whose DNA binding is thought to be

influenced by DNA bending (Pierrou et.al., 1994). In this chapter, it has been

demonstrated that protein-protein interactions are the more probable role of Fkh2p

recruitment by Mcmlp (figure 3.8). The protein-protein interaction domain of Mcmlp

was able to recruit Fkh2p and stabilise ternary complex formation irrespective of the

DNA binding domain. Furthermore, the DNA binding domain of Fkh2p is essential and

with a small extension was sufficient to impart Mcmlp ternary complex formation.

Althoefer et.al. (1995) have previously shown the Mcmlp and SFF DNA binding sites

are occupied continuously throughout the cell cycle. Here we have shown that the

Fkh2p protein is present in all phases of the cell cycle leading to the possibility of

Fkh2p constitutively occupying the SFF site. In support of this, a recent study has

revealed Fkh2p binding the UAS's of the "CLB? cluster" continuously throughout the

cell cycle in vivo (Koranda et.al., 2000). However, "CLBZ cluster" gene expresston is

still cell cycle regulated even when Fkh2p is present throughout the cell cycle indicating

there is another activator and that Fkh2p could play a repressive role in its absence.
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From these studies, it is evident that Fkh2p is part of the Mcmlp-SFF activity. The

recruitment of Fkh2p to the "CLBZ cluster" is via the forkhead DNA binding consensus

sequence recognised by its DBD and protein-protein interactions with its partner

protein, Mcmlp
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4.0 Forkhead Proteins Involved in "CLB2 Cluster"

Regulation

4.1 Introduction

At the G2/M transition there are 33 genes that share similar transcriptional profiles

known as the "CLBZ cluster" (Spellman et.al., 1998). It has been shown that Mcmlp

binds as a homodimer and recruits SFF to form ternary complexes on the SWI5 and

CLB2 promoters ín vitro (Lydall et.aI.,l99l, Althoefer et.al., 1995 and Maher et.al.,

1995) and activate UAS's in vivo (Lydall et.al., 1991). The binding site for Mcmlp

homodimers and SFF can be easily identified in a majority of the "CLBZ cluster" gene

proximal promoters implicating the Mcmlp-SFF complex as the regulator of the "CLB2

cluster of transcription (Spellman et.a|.,1998). In chapter 3, we identified Fkh2p as a

protein that shares the biochemical binding characteristics of SFF, however, to further

characterise Fkh2p, its ability to regulate the"CLB2 cluster" must be examined. To this

end, deletion studies of FKH2 were performed and recorded in this chapter. An

important fact to be considered in this study was the high degree of similarity Fkh2p

shared with Fkhlp and a possible functional redundancy that could exist between these

two proteins. Based on their similarity deletion studies were conducted on FKHL singly

and in conjunction with FKH2.
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4.2 Fkhlp and Fkh2p are Requiredfor Cell Cycle Regulation of the

"CLB2 Cluster"

4.2.7 Constructíon of FKH deletion strains

To elucidate the role of Fkhlp and Fkh2p in the transcription of the "CLBZ clustet" at

the G2-M transition, strains containing single or double deletions of the FKËI genes

were made. Bases 608 to 1261 of the coding region of FKHI, which contained the

DBD, was replaced by a LEU2 gene in TTFKHI (figure 4.1 a and b). Using primers

FKHl-8F and FKHI-8R the Afkhl::LEU2 construct was amplified and transformed into

aW303 yeast strain containing a CLB2uor-UbiYLacZ reporter construct, 5287 (W303:

MATa barl leu2-3 ura3-l CLB2uAS-UbiYLacZ) replacing the endogenous FKII1 via

double homologous recombination (figure 4.I b, c and d). Using primers FKHl-LEU2

and FKHI-8R, PCR of genomic DNA from LEU2 positive colonies was used to

confirm the deletion of FKHI ( fkhL ) (figure 4.1 d and 4.3 b)

A deletion construct of FKH2 was also made by cloning a XbaUXhoI fragment from

TTFKH2 into pBS (figure 4.2 aandb) then replacing bases 968 to 1315 of FKH2, which

contained most of the DBD, with a URA3 gene (Afkh2::URA3) (figure 4.2b). The

Afkh2::URA3 was released from pBS as aXbaUKpnlftagment and transformed into

S28l (W303: MATø barl leu2-3 ura3-lCLB2uAS-UbiYLacZ¡ replacing the endogenous

FKH2 (figure 4.2 c and d). Again the presence of Afkh2::URA3 was confirmed via PCR
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using primers FKH2-F arLd FKH2-13R (figure 4.2 d and 4.3 a). To construct the double

delete strain (AfkhL, Afkh2),fkhl::LEU2 was transformed into FKHI AÍkh2 (W303:

MATa barl leu2-3 fkh2::URA3 CLB2uAS-UbiYLacQ and confirmed by PCR (figure 4.1

d and 4.3 c).

4.2.2 Characterisatíon oÍthe FKH deletion strains

5281 (FKHI FKH2), Afkhl FKH2, FKHI Afkh2 and Afkhl Afkh2 yeast strains were

grown on YEP plates supplemented with 27o glucose. Visual examination of the

colonies that formed showed wild type smooth colonies for 5287, Afkhl FKH2 and

FKHI AÍkh2 strains whereas Afkhl 4fkh2 produced small, rough colonies (figure 4.3 d)

In addition, Afkhl Afkh2 grew slower than the other strains hence giving giving rise to

the smaller colonies (figure 4.3 e). To further investigate this phenotype, the four

strains were grown in liquid culture (YEP supplemented with ZVo glucose) to and ODuuo

0.8 and prepared for microscopy. The first observation was the slower growth rates of

AfkhL Afkh2 when compared to 5287. The doubling rate of 5287 was 90 minutes

whereas the Afkhl Afkh2 doubled every 150 minutes. Afkhl FKH2 and FKHI Mh2

cells doubled every 120 minutes (5287 is 90 minutes) but looked similar to wild type

with a few examples of larger cells (figure 4.4). However, when the ffihI Afkh2 cells

were examined, there was a greater phenotypic change observed (figure 4.4). The most

obvious defect was in the inability for mother and daughter cells to undergo cytokinesis

at the end of M-phase forming chain-like projections (figure 4.4). There were also
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budding defects where there was a loss of axial bud growth and extended buds (figure

4.4).

4.2.3 "CL82 cluster" regul.atíon

To test the effects on the "CLBZ cluster" by deleting the FKH's, RNA from

synchronised cells was examined for "CLBZ cluster" gene expression. 5287, Afkhl

Afkh2, Afkhl FKH2 and FKHI Afkh2 yeast strains were grown in YEP supplemented

with2Vo glucose to an ODuuo 0.4 to which 0.6pg/ml of ø-factor was added and allowed

to progress through another cell division. The arrest of cells in Gl was checked visually

by microscopy where at least 957o percent of cells were shmoos. The cells were

released from the block, samples were taken every 15 minutes, RNA was extracted, run

on I7o formaldehyde-agarose gels, blotted onto nitrocellulose filters and probed with

3tP-labelled CLB2, SWI5 and CDC5 ("CLBZ cluster" genes), CLN2 (G1 transcript),

LacZ (reporter under the control of the CLB2'^J and PRTL/H2A (PRTI as a loading

control) probes (figure 4.5 a). In the different FKHbackgtounds, CLN2 and H2A werc

regulated normally and PRTI levels did not vary significantly. Each of the "CLB2

cluster" representatives and LacZ were cell cycle regulated in GZ|M in 5287, AÍkhL

FKH2 and FKHI Afkh2 with little difference in expression periodicity and levels (figure

4.5 a). However, AfkhL Afkh2 showed a great reduction in expression of "CLBZ cluster"

genes along with a loss of periodic regulation (figure 4.5 a). When quantified and

compared to 5287, CLB2 andLacZ expression was shown to be flat (non-periodic) over

the cell cycle whereas the CLN2 expression was periodic but delayed due to the slower
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cell cycle time (figure 4.5 b). This data clearly shows the "CLB2 cluster" requirement

for FKHI and FKH2

4.3 Discussion

There seems to be an overlapping role between Fkhlp and Fkh2p in the regulation of

the "CLB2 cluster". It has been shown here that the deletion of either of the FKH's has

very little effect on the cell morphology, periodic and level of "CLBZ cluster"

expression. However, when both FKH's are deleted together, there is a great

morphological change accompanied by significant lowering of these transcript levels

and a loss of periodicity. Other groups that published at the same time as this work

found similar effects (Pic et.a\.,2000, Zhu et.a|.,2000 and Hollenhurst et.a|.,2000)

Furthermorc, SWI5ro, and CLB2uo, elements that are sufficient for cell cycle regulation

of reporter activity, are affected similarly in the double FKH delete background (Kumar

et.al., 2000). In addition, Fkh2p, when fused to a transactivation domain, can

inappropriately activate "CLB2 cluster" expression (Kumar et.a|.,2000) implicating the

importance of FKHI and FKH2 in the periodic and absolute expression of the "CLB2

cluster" expression. However, unlike MCMI, the FKH's are not essential for cell

survival. This could possibly be due to Mcmlp ability to recruit other transcriptional

activators to the "CLBZ cluster" which give the low, non-periodic transcription seen

here in the absence of the FKH's. Possible activators could be the other forkhead

proteins that are found in yeast (HCMI and FHLI) (Zfu and Davis,1998).

Alternatively, the Mcmlp-forkhead pathway is not the only Mcmlp-dependent pathway
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operating at the Gz-}lI transition implicating other pathways may be required for mitotic

entry
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Chapter 5:

Functional Analysis of Fkh2p and Nddlp



5.0 Functional Analysis of Fkh2p and Nddlp

5.7 Introduction

It has been shown in the past two chapters and in the recent literature that Fkh2p is a

component of SFF but there still may be other components of this transcription complex

(Kumar et.a|.,2000, Pic et.al., 2000, Koranda et.al., 2000 and Zht et.al., 2000).

Another protein, Nddlp, was discovered as a high copy number suppressor of the

cdc28-ln" mutant and has recently been shown to be recruited to "CLB2 cluster" UAS's

in a Fkhp dependent marìner (Loy et.al., 1999 and Koranda et.a|.,2000). Nddlp does

not exhibit any DNA binding properties of its own but has been shown to have putative

transactivating abilities through Gal4 DBD fusion experiments (Loy et.al., 1999)

Furthermore, overexpression of Nddlp upregulated "CLB? cluster" transcription and

Nddlp was shown to be cell cycle regulated over the G2/M transition (Loy et.al., 1999).

Deletion analysis showed Nddlp to have an essential role in cell cycle progression which

can be rescued through deleting FKH2 (Loy et.al., 1999 and Koranda et.a|.,2000)

Along with this, Fkh2p has been shown to be present throughout the cell cycle and

bound to "CLB2 cluster" UAS's and only active in G2/M implicating Fkh2p as a

possible repressor in the absence of Nddlp (see 3.5 and Koranda et.a|.,2000). The

a.bove evidence implicates the essential recruitment of Nddlp to the "CLB2 cluster"

of
UAS's víø Fkh2p could (i) de-repress Fkh2p allowilng further recruitment co-

rl
However, in theregulators or, (ü) activate "CLB2 cluster gene expression directly
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budding yeast there is another forkhead protein, Fkhlp, that can functionally

compensate for the absence of Fkh2p but does not share all the binding characteristics

of SFF. Even though Nddlp can be recruited to the "CLBZ cluster" UAS's through

Fkhlp, it is not essential for Fkhlp's redundant function at the G2lM transition

(Koranda et.a\.,2000). This indicates Fkhlp has its own activating properties either by

itself or through the recruitment of other transcriptional activators independent of

Ndd1p.

Common structural characteristics between Fkhlp and Fkh2p are the DBD and FHA

domain and they differ by a C-terminal extension of Fkh2p that contains six putative

cdk phosphorylation sites. The DBD is important for DNA binding whereas FHA

domains have been shown to recruit pT phospho-proteins in other organisms

(Hollenhorst et.al., 2000, Hofmann and Bucher,1995, Durocher et.al.,1999, Durocher

et.a|.,2000 and Li et.a|.,2000). Nddlp contains four putative cdk phosphorylatíon

sites, three of whích are pT cdk sites making Nd.d.Ip a putative interactor with FHA

domains, possibly wíth Fkh2p. Amon et al. (1993) reported that the "CLBZ cluster"

gene expression is active in the presence of mitotic cdk activity but repressed when it is

removed implicating a possible role for the putative phosphorylation sites in Fkh2p and

Nddlp in"CLB2 cluster" regulation. In this chapter functional studies on both Fkh2p

and Nddlp are performed and a possible link between Fkh2p and Nddlp is examined
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5.2 Results

5.2.7 Mítotic-Cdk activit acts through the "CLB2 cluster" UAS's

To examine the effects of mitotic-Cdk activity on "CLB2 cluster" regulation two /s

strains were utilised. The first, clb2", contains deletions inclbl,3 and4, a fs allele of

clb2 and aLacZ reporter downstream of a CLB2uor. The second strain is the cdc28-ln"

that has a cdk defect in mitosis at the restrictive temperature. The two stratns were

grown at 24oC to an ODuuo 0.4 in YEP media supplemented with 27o glucose. The

strains were arrested in Gl through addition of cr-factor and then released in glucose

containing YEP supplemented with nocod azole at 24oC for two hours, shifted to 37oC

(restrictive temperature) for a further two hours and then back down to the permissive

temperature. Cells were harvested at each stage, RNA extracted, run on a l7o

formaldehyde-agarose gel, blotted to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed using

"CLBZ cluster" members, CLN2, LacZ and PRTL/H2A32P-labelled probes (figure 5.1

a). The "CLB} cluster" genes were regulated in a mitotic-cdk dependent manner and

CLN2 was inhibited in the presence mitotic-cdk as expected (figure 5.1 a). The

observation of LacZ being regulated in a pattern similar to the "CLBZ cluster" indicates

that the Cdk activity is acting directly through the UAS's of the "CLBT cluster" (figure

5.1 a).

To examine the possibility of the mitotic-cdk acting directly through Fkh2p, FKH2 was

deleted in both /s strains using the construct from chapter 4 (see figure 4.2). The same
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experiment was performed as above using these Afkh2 ls strains and the regulation of

the "CLB2 cluster" genes was examined. There seemed to be no change in "CLB2

cluster" regulation in the absence of Fkh2p possibly due to the functional redundancy

that exists between Fkhlp and Fkh2p. In addition to the "CLB} cluster" genes, a"P-

labelled NDDL probe was used which revealed an up-regulation of NDDI in the

absence of Cdk activity implicating a negative feedback loop involving mitotic-cdk may

exist in mitosis to down-regulate NDDL. To see if Nddlp followed the same pattern, an

ADH driven 3HANDDI plasmid (made by B Shi) was transformed into cdc28-ln" and

subjected to a temperature shift. This strain was grown to an ODuuo 0.4 in -ura media

supplemented with 2Vo glucose, arrested in mitosis using nocodazole at the permissive

temperature, shifted to 37oC (restrictive temperature) and then back to 24oC. Cell

lysates were prepared from cells harvested at these temperatures and run on a l07o

SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed with cx,-HA Ab

and GAPDH Ab (as a loading control) (figure 5.1c). Nddlp followed the same pattern

as its RNA, which is possibly the result of elevated transcripts (figure 5.1c)

regulation

To examine the possible role of the six putative cdk phosphorylation sites of Fkh2p in

"CLB} cluster" gene regulation, point mutations of each of the cdk sites Ukh2u.,ot and a

C-terminus truncation of Fkh2p (fkh2oò (which contained the six sites) were made

(plasmids constructed by B Shi). The plasmids contained the truncated form of FKH2
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with 6MYC epitope tag at the C-terminus used previously for homologous

recombination (see figure 3.2). These constructs, along with int. FKH26,ny, (figtre 3.2),

were linearised using the restriction enzyme NcoI and transformed in the yeast strain

AfkhL FKH2 (W303: MATa barl fkhl::LEU2). The resultant strains, FKH26,,y,, fkh2u.

6m¡,c ãrrdfkh2or 6m1,ç; wêfa confirmed via PCR, using primers UF and FKH2-F, and

'Western 
analysis using o(-myc Ab (data not shown).

FKH2 6^y,, fkh2 u. a,,y, ànd fkh2 o, u,r, were grown in YEP supplemented with ZVo glucose

to an ODuuo 0.4 where they were arrested in G1 through the addition of cr-factor. After

two hours the cells were released into glucose containing YEP media and samples were

ftv,,,
taken every 15 minutes. RNA was extracted ' the cells, run on a l7o forcnaldehyde-

agarose gel, blotted to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed with 32P-labelled CLN2,

CLB2, SWIS, CDCS, LACZ and PRTL/H2A probes (figure 5.2 a). The resultant RNA

profiles of fkh2o" andfkh2u.,.,o strains varied little, if any, to the parental FKH26,,y, strain

indicating no obvious role for the putative cdk phosphorylation sites of Fkh2p (figure

5.2 a). The resultant quantitation revealed no difference between the mutants and the

parental strain (figure 5.2b).

To investigate the possible role of the putative cdk phosphorylation sites of Nddlp,

point mutants of the three published cdk sites, pTl80, pS254 and pT319, were made

(constructed by B Shi). The point mutants at the third position (nddl r) and the three
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point mutants (nddl ,rr*) were moved into an ADH driven pYCplacl 12 plasmid (TRPI

marker) containing a 3HA epitope tag (constructed by B Shi). The mutants, along with

3HANDDI, were transformed into the Anddl strain from Loy et.al. (1999) maintained by

a wt NDDI plasmid on a URA3 marker. The strains wete struck onto -ura -trp and 5

FOA -trp plates to eject the NDDI::URA3 covering plasmid (figure 5.3 b and c). The

three introduced plasmids were able to sustain growth of the AnddL strain but at

different efficiencies. The NDDLn, sustained normal growth with a doubling time of 1.5

hours in liquid culture, whereas the nddl r. and nddl ,r3* grew slower and doubled every

2.5 and 3.5 hours respectively. To make sure the plasmids were expressing, the cells

were grown on -trp media supplemented with 27o ghrcose after FOA curing, harvested,

lysates made, run on a I07o SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane

and probed with cx,-HA Ab to check for ,noNddlp, ,"oNddlpr- and,"oNddlprrr*

expression using cr-HA Ab (figure 5.3 a).

To examine the effects of the nddl point mutants on cell morphology, the cells were

grown to mid-log phase and examined by microscopy (figure 5.4 a). The effect on

morphology was gradual when the mutants were compared with the wt NDDl plasmid.

The most severe phenotype was observed for the triple cdk-phospho mutant where there

was an inability for mother and daughter cells to undergo cytokinesis at the end of M-

phase, forming chain-like projections, budding defects with a loss of axial bud growth

and extended buds were observed (figure 5.4 a). This phenotype is indicative of a CLB2
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expression defect and was observed previously in the AfkhL Afkh2 double delete strain.

To examine what effects this had on "CLB2 cluster" expression, the cells from the 5

FOA plate were grown in YEP media supplemented with 27o glucose and arrested in

mitosis using nocodazole. RNA was extracted from harvested cells, run on a IVo

formaldehyde-agarose gel, blotted to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed with CLN2,

CLB2, SWI\, PRTl/H2A 3'P-labelled probes (figure 5.4 b). The resultant northern

revealed a 1.5-2 fold reduction in "CLBZ cluster" expression and loss of periodicity

(figure 5.4 b and c). This reduction in CLB2 expression accounts for the cell

morphology observed. Closer examination of the Nddlp sequence revealed a fourth

putative pfFf,frospfrorylation site previously not published which may cause a greater

effect of cell viability. Due to time constraints, investigations into the fourth site are

being performed by other members of the lab.

5.2.4 A possible role Íor Nddlp through de-repressíng Fkh2p

The lethality of Anddl can be rescued by deleting FKH2 implicating the essential nature

of Nddlp is through Fkh2p (Koranda et.a\.,2000). To determine if the periodicity and

expression levels of the "CLBZ cluster" are affected in a Afkh2Anddl a cell synchrony

was performed. The yeast strain used, Afkh2Anddl, was a W303 background containing

a Lac Z repofier downstream of a CLB2ro, (W303: MATa fkh2::LEU2 nddl::HIS3

CLB2uAS-UbiYLacZ) (constructed by B Shi). "|he Afkh2Anddl strain was grown on

YEP media supplemented with 27o glucose to an ODuuo 0.4 then arrested in Gl through

the addition of cr-factor. After arrest the cells were released and samples were taken
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every 15 minutes, RNA extracted, run on a l7o formaldehyde-agarose gel, blotted onto

a nitrocellulose membrane and probed using CLN2, CLB2, SWI5, CDC5, PRTL/H2A

"P-labelled probes (figure 5.5 a and b). The "CLBZ cluster" genes were regulated at wt

levels and with normal periodicity (figure 5.5 a and b). This is probably due to the

functional redundancy Fkh2p shares with Fkhlp

Nddlp's essential role is through Fkh2p but what function does it have? Genetic

analysis implicates Fkh2p as a represser of "CLBZ cluster" gene expression, which is

activated by the production of Nddlp inG2lM. Nddlp could then be either an activator

or a de-represser of Fkh2p function. What domain of Fkh2p is vital for Nddlp

function? Fkh2p contains three domains of interest; the DBD important for Mcmlp

dependent binding of the DNA, the FHA domain implicated in pT phospho-protein-

protein interactions and the C-terminus, which contains six putative cdk

phosphorylation sites. To investigate the importance of the C-terminus, FKH26,,,,,

fkh2 u. a,,r, and fkh2 o, u,,r, (from 5 .2.2) were integrated into the F KH2 locus of a Anddl

yeast strain covered by a ADH-3HANDDI plasmid (262 (Loy et.al., 1999)). These

strains were confirmed by PCR, using primers FKH2-F and UF, and western analysis,

using o-MYC Ab for the Fkhp and cr-HA Ab for Nddlp (figure 5.6 a-c). To check for

viability, the strains were first struck on -ura media supplemented with 27o glucose to

keep the NDDl plasmid and then struck onto 5 FOA plates to eject the NDDl covering

plasmid (figure 5.6 d). Of the three strains, only fkh2rca,,r, Anddl grew without Nddlp
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present indicating the C-terminus of Fkh2p is involved in the essential role of Nddlp

but not the putative cdk phosphorylation sites (figure 5.6 d).

To investigate the effects of Jkh2o, Anddl on"CLBZ cluster" gene expression, fkh2o,

6,,y, was integrated at the FKH2 locus and NDDl was deleted in Afkhl FKH2 (W303:

lkhl
MATa barl fkhl : : LEU2 CLB2 uAS-UbiYLacZ). The resultant strain (fkh2 o, o.y, Anddl)

was synchronised in Gl and released with samples taken every 15 minutes as performed

previously. RNA was made, run on a l7o formaldehyde-agarose gel, blotted to a

nitrocellulose membrane and probed using CLN2, CLB2, SWI5, CDCS, PRTL/H2A32P-

labelled probes (figure 5.7 a). The resultant profile showed little difference in

periodicity and expression of the "CLB2 clustef" genes and was confirmed by

quantitation (figure 5.7 a and b) indicating"CLBZ cluster" expression can be restored

by removing the C-terminus of Fkh2p.

FHA domains have been shown to be important for pT phospho-protein-protein

interactions and are contained in both Fkhlp and Fkh2p. To see if they have functional

relevance in the role Fkh's play in "CLBZ cluster" gene expression, the FHA domains

were deleted in both FKHI and FKH2 and cloned into ADH-driven vectors containing a

Ë1153 marker gene. These constructs were integrated singly into the HIS3locus of the

Afkhl AÍkh2 strain from chapter 4 (constructed by B Shi). FKH2 was also constructed

in this plasmid and integrated into the Afkhl Afkh2 strain to see if it could rescue the
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AfkhL Afkh2 phenotype. The resultant AfkhL FKH2 strain rescued the Afkhl AÍkh2

phenotype, whereas the fkhl oooo Afkh2 and Afkhl fkh2ooro strains did not (data not

shown). To investigate the effects of these constructs on "CLB2 cluster" gene

expression, synchrony experiments were performed as done previously (figure 5.8)

The Afkhl FKH2 strain rescued the "CLB2 cluster" periodicity and gene expression

levels (figure 5.8). However,thefkhl^FHAAfkh2 and AJkhl Íkh2*ro did not show any

significant difference to Afkhl Afkh2 expression patterns (figure 5.8) indicating the

FHA domain delete forkheads are non functional.

For further characterisation, the FHA domain of Fkh2p was fused to a GAL4 DBD

downstream of an ADH promoter (constructed by C Mclean). Furthermore, a R87A

point mutation was constructed based on other similar point mutations disrupting

protein-protein interactions (Durocher et.aI., 1999). These two plasmids were

transformed into either Afkh2 NDDI or Afkh2 Anddl yeast strains (W303: MATa

fkh2::LEU2 or 465 (Koranda et.a|.,2000) respectively) along with a GAL4-LacZ

reporter (p55), a mutant GAL4-LaIZ reporter (p53)or CYC-LaIZ reporter (p52)

plasmids (figure 5.9 a). The different strains (figure 5.9 a) were patched onto a

nitrocellulose filter on -trp-ura plates and allowed to grow ovemight and used in a blue

white assay (see 2.10.1). AÍkh2 NDDI pFHA/p55, AÍkh2 NDDI pTRPIlp52 and Afkh2

Anddl pTRPI/p52 patches turned blue whereas those patches containing pFHA*

remained white in both strains indicating the point mutants are unable to recruit co-
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activators (figure 5.9 b). Afkh2 Anddl containing pFHA/p55 turned blue at a much

slower rate than Afkh2 Anddl pTRPI/p52, Afkh2 NDDI pFHA/p55 and Afkh2 NDDL

pTRP1lp52 indicating that in the absence of Nddlp the Fkh2p FHA domain may recruit

co-activators but with less efficiency (figure 5.9 b)

5.3 Discussion

Previously it has been reported that CLB2-cdk activity is necessary for "CLB2 cluster"

gene expression through establishing a positive feedback loop (Amon et.al., L993).

Here it has been demonstrated that this activity is directly through the "CLB2 cluster"

UAS's and possibly though the recruitment of Nddlp, a putative phospho-protein that,

when a least three of its phospho-sites are mutated, causes a morphological change to

the cell attributed to a defect in CLB2 gene expression. Fkh2p also contains six putative

cdk phosphorylation sites at its C-terminus, which do not affect cell cycle progression

ot "CLB2 cluster" gene expression when mutated or removed. However, the C-

terminus does play a role in repressing "CLBZ clustet" gene expression because in its

absence it can rescue the essential nature of Nddlp. This is partly supported by the

deletion of FKH2 rescuing the lethality of Anddl implying Nddlp's essential role is

through Fkh2p (Koranda et.a|.,2000). Furthermore, this evidence implies Fkh2p is a

repressgr of transcription in the absence of Nddlp which is supported by its constitutive

production and occupation of the SFF binding site (Althoefer et.al., 1995,Pic et.al.,

2000 and Koranda et.a|.,2000)
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The FHA domain is another important domain of Fkhlp and Fkh2p because its deletion

fails to rescue a forkhead double deletion phenotype and transcriptional profile. It has

been shown that these FHA domain deletes can be recruited to the "CLBZ cluster"

UAS's in vivo implicating the FHA domain is important for transcriptional activation (S

Dalton personal communication). Previous studies on FHA domains showed that point

mutations at one of two key conserved residues abolishes protein-protein interaction

with its pT phospho-binding partner (Durocher et.al.,1999). Here we have shown that

such a mutation of the Fkh2p FHA domain abolishes in vivo rcporter activity

implicating the FHA domain is important in recruitment of co-activators. Furthermore,

in the absence of Nddlp, the FHA domairls ability to activate is reduced indicating its

preferred co-activator is Nddlp. One possibility for the residual reporter activity in the

absence of Nddlp is the putative binding partners of Fkhlp. Fkhlp can functionally

compensate for the absence of Fkh2p and Nddlp to wild-type efficiency indicating it

has its own co-activators, which are probable phospho-proteins interacting with Fkhlp

through its FHA domain. Fkhlp shares a 59Vo identity with Fkh2p through the FHA

domain supporting the theory of Fkh2p's recruitment of Fkhlp's co-regulators at a

lower efficiency. Furthermore, this identity between the two forkheads explains the

recruitment of Nddlp to the "CLBZ cluster" UAS's through Fkhlp (Koranda et.al.,

2000)
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Chapter 6:

Discussion



6.0 Discussion

6.1 Trønscrtpfional regulation at the G2/M transition

Microarray analysis performed on the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,

revealed several waves or "clusters" of transcriptional activity associated with cell cycle

progression (Spellman et.al., 1993). One of these "clusters", the "CLB2 cluster", is

comprised of 35 genes that are important for the GzlM transition and mitotic

progression (Spellman et.al., 1998). Previous work on the UAS's of two "CLB2

cluster" members, CLB2 and SWI5, revealed the binding of an Mcmlp homodimet and,

until recently, an unidentified activity SFF (SI4/15 Factor) (Lydall et.al., 1991, Maher

et.al., 1995 and Althoefer et.al., 1995). Recently in our laboratory an activity that

followed SFF binding in vitro was purified and identified as Fkh2p (Kumar et.al.,

2000). In this thesis the biochemical and genetic characterisation of Fkh2p has

lo
identified it be a major component of SFF and close examination of the SFF and

previously reported consensus forkhead binding sites reveal that they are almost

identical (Kaufman and Knochel, 1996 and Zhu et.a\.,2000). Of the 35 members of

the "CLB2 cluster" genes, 26 have easily identifiable binding sites for Mcmlp-

SFFÆkh2p in their proximal promoter regions (Spellman et.al., 1998) implicating

Mcmlp-Fkh2p as the key transcriptional regulator at the Gzl}iI transition.
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6.2 Fkh2p binding to the UAS's of the "CLB2 cluster"

In this study, Fkh2p has been shown to bind rhe CLB2 and,SI4z/5 UAS's in vitro in an

Mcmlp dependent manner (3.2.L 1 and 3.2.1.2). Other studies published at the same

time as this work confirmed the ability of Fkh2p to bind the promoter regions of

members of the "CLB2 cluster" invitro and in vivo (Kumar et.a1.,2000, Pic et.al.,20O0

and Koranda et.al,2000 and Zhu et.al.2000). Fkhlp, a yeast forkhead protein that

shares an 827o similarity to Fkh2p, was also shown to be recruited to promoters of the

"CLBT cluster" in vivo but with less affinity than Fkh2p (Kumar et.a|.,2000, Koranda

et.aI.,2000 and personal communication S. Dalton). Furthermore, a recent study has

shown that high levels of Fl*r2p and Fkhlp can bind DNA autonomously in vitro, with

Fkh2p, not Fkhlp, binding enhanced a 100 fold in the presence of Mcmlp (Hollenhurst

et.a|.,2001). However, in vitro band-shifts using cell lysates and in vitro translated

Fkhlp failed to detect Fkhlp binding the"CLBZ cluster" UAS's (3.2.2,Pic et.al.,2OO0

and Koranda et.a\.,2000). These observations implicate Fkh2p, and not Fkhlp, as SFF

and hence the key regulator of "CLBZ cluster" gene expression.

The ability of Fkh2p to bind to DNA in a Mcmlp dependent manner is conferred

through its DBD and its interaction with the protein-protein interaction domain of

Mcmlp (3.2.3 and 3.2.4). Previous studies of Mcmlp have revealed its need to recruit

co-activators and co-repressers to regulate gene expression and it seems to be true at the

G2/M transition through the recruitment of SFFÆkh2p (Lydall et.a\.,1991). Althoefer
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et.al. (1995) showed the continual occupation of the Mcmlp and SFF binding sites

throughout the cell cycle and it has now been shown that Fkh2p levels are constitutive

throughout the cell cycle and it occupies "CLB} cluster" promoters in Gl and mitosis

(3.2.5, Koranda et.a|.,2000 and Pic et.al., 2000). If Fkh2p is occupying the SFF

binding site throughout the cell cycle then what is imparting periodic expression of the

"CLB2 cluster"? This will be discussed later

6.3 The transcriptional reguløtion of the "CLB2 cluster" by Forkhead

proteins

There appears to be a level of redundancy at the Gzli|i{ transition in the regulation of the

"CLB? cluster" genes. The deletion of FKH2 has little effect on the transcriptional

profile of this cluster of genes but when combined with a FKHI deletion, a reduction

and loss of periodic expression are observed (4.2.3, Hollenhorst et.al., 2000, Kumar

et.a|.,2000, Pic et.a\.,2000, Zhu et.al,2000 and Koranda et.a|.,2000). This is not the

expected lethality seen with the deletion of MCML which arrests at the G2lM transition

with no "CLBZ cluster" activity (Althoefer et.al., 1995), indicating there may be more

redundancy with other factors, even the other yeast Forkheads (HCMI and FHLI (Zhu

and Davis, 1998)). Another alternative is the presence of an Mcmlp-dependent

pathway that acts independently of the forkhead proteins to regulate mitotic

progresslon.
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Furthermore, the deletion of both FKHI and FKH2 changes the yeast cells morphology

and has been attributed to a reduction in Clb2p production by rescuing the phenotype

through the overexpression of CLB2 (Hollenhorst et.a|.,2000). In addition to the

transcriptional read out, CLB2 and Sllz15 UAS driven reporter activity is switched off in

the forkhead double delete (Kumar et.al., 2000). This data shows the importance of

FKHl and FKH2 as regulators of the "CLBZ cluster" in both absolute transcriptional

activity and establishment of periodicity. Taken with the DNA binding affinities of the

two forkhead proteins, Fkh2p may be the main regulator of the "CLBZ cluster" but

Fkhlp can compensate for its absence.

6.4 Are there other factors important for "CLB2 cluster" regulation?

Nddlp was first isolated as a high copy suppressor of the cdc28-lnt' mutation and was

shown to be essential for mitotic progression (Loy et.al., 1999). Although Nddlp

shows no DNA binding properties of its own it can be recruited to "CLB2 clustet"

UAS's in vivo (Loy et.a\.,1999 and Koranda et.a\.,2000). Furthermore, the recruitment

of Nddlp is dependent of forkhead proteins indicating a role for Nddlp through Fkhlp

or Fkh2p (Koranda et.a|.,2000), however, genetic evidence implicates Fkh2p as the

essential forkhead through which Nddlp activates "CLBZ cluster" gene expression

(Koranda et.al.. 2000).

Both Fkhlp and Fkh2p contain a FHA domain that has been shown to be important for

pT phosphoprotein-protein interactions in other situations. Nddlp contains three
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putative cdk pT phospho-sites implicating it as a possible FHA binding partner. Indeed

deletion of two of these sites in conjunction with a third pS phospho-site confers a

morphological change to the cell in the absence of Nddlp (5.2.I) which, like the double

forkhead deletion, has been attributed to a CLB2 defect (5.2.1). This implicates the pT

sites of Nddlp in an important role in "CLB2 cluster" regulation. In addition, the

essential nature of Nddlp can be rescued by deleting FKH2 (Koranda et.aL.,2000) and

by deleting the C-terminus of Fkh2p (5.2.I). This implies that the C-terminus of Fkh2p

is important in "CLB2 cluster" gene repression and can only be de-repressed in the

presence of Nddlp. Furthermore, it has been shown that Nddlp is still recruited to the

"CLB} cluster" UAS's in the absence of the Fkh2p C-terminus in vivo indicating that

Nddlp does not interact solely, if at all, through the C-terminus (S Dalton personal

communication). It appears that Nddlp may interact with the FHA domain of Fklt2p

(5.2.4) indicating a dual role for Nddlp in de-repressing Fkh2p by displacing its C-

terminus, and activating the "CLBZ cluster" through an interaction with the FHA

domain figure 6.1 b)

Another factor important for "CLB2 cluster" regulation is Clb2p-cdk activity

Previously Clb2p-cdk activity had been shown to regulate "CLB} cluster" activity and

here it has been shown to act directly through lhe"CLBZ cluster" UAS's (Amon et.al.,

1993 and 5.2.1). The cdk activity does not work through Fkh2p directly because loss of

Fkh2p's putative cdk sites has no affect on"CLB2 cluster" regulation (5.2.I), however,
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it does seem to play an important role indirectly through Nddlp. As mentioned above,

the mutation of the Nddlp putative cdk phospho-sites produces a defect similar to a

double forkhead deletion that has been attributed to low CLB2 levels (5.2.I)

Furthermore, recruitment of Nddlp to the "CLB2 cluster" UAS's is disrupted in the

absence of Clb2p-cdk activity (S. Dalton personal communications). This sets up a

model at the GzlMtransition where Cdk activity activates Nddlp allowing it to bind the

FHA domain of Fkh2p, displacing the C-terminus and activating the "CLBZ cluster"

(figure 6.I a). As a consequence a positive feedback loop is established through Clb2-

cdk activity (figure 6.1 b). At the end of mitosis when ClbZp is degraded and the

mitotic cdk is switched off, Nddlp is released and degraded and the C-terminus of

Fkh2p again represses "CLBZ cluster" gene expression.

6.6 Are the transcriptional mechanisms at the G2/M transition conserved

in eukaryotes?

Through evolution, cell cycle transcriptional pathways are only loosely conserved.

However, in fission yeast, sepl(+), a forkhead transcription factor, is required for cell

separation and causes a hyphal phenotype when deleted (Ribar et.al., 1999)

Furthermore, it has been recently demonstrated that Forkhead transcription factors are

important for mitotic progression in mammals (Alvarez et.al., 2001). There are also

other members of the MADS box family of transcription factors in higher eukaryotes
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which recruit co-regulatory proteins but whether these or any unidentified members can

recruit forkhead transcription factors to regulate mitosis has not yet been determined.

6.7 Future directions

Future work in this area will concentrate on the interaction between Nddlp and

McmlpÆkhZp. lt is proposed that this interaction will be localised to the FHA domain

of Fkh2p and be reliant on the cdk phosphorylation of Nddlp at its pT-sites. Further

work on characterising the C-terminus of Fkh2p as a repressing domain should be

carried out as well as identifying roles for the putative cdk-phospho sites of Fkh2p. The

role of Fkhlp, if any, should also be determined

6.8 Summary

Regulation of Cdk activity through the binding of different cyclin partners is important

for cell cycle progression in an ordered fashion. The cyclins are repiulated, for the most

part, atthe level of transcription and hence are members of subsequent clusters of genes

associated with cell cycle progression. At the G2/M transition a cluster of genes, which

include the mitotic cyclins CLBl,2, share a similar transcriptional pattern and are

regulated by transcription factor complex. The initial complex contains Fkh2p and

Mcmlp, which occupy the UAS's of the "CLB} cluster" throughout the cell cycle. This

complex is proposed to be activated through the recruitment of Nddlp, which is itself

regulated by cdk activity. At the end of mitosis, the trancriptional machinery is
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switched through the collapse of mitotic cdk activity and degradation of Nddlp. This

regulation of the "CLB} cluster" helps ensure the fidelity of cell cycle progression.
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All the strains used in this thesis are derived from V/303 and seen in2.2.9

¡n3.2.5 a static block experiment was used to determine the level of Fkh2p. From

this experiment Fkh2p could be clearly seen in each phase of the cell cycle. An cr-

factor release would only confirm what was already shown'

Page 65: The presence of Fkh2p bound to promoters throughout the cell cycle and

"CLB2 cluster" activity only present late G2lM, indicated the possible presence of a
co-activator. Even though fuither experiments show the presence of other activators,

this is not the only explanation for the constitutive presence of Fkh2p. Post-

translational modifications of Fkh2p could affect its activity in a cell cycle dependent

manner.

The defect seen in AÍkhlAfkh2 is attributed to a low Clb2p-Cdc28p kinase activity a
consequence of low "CLBT cluster" expression. This cluster contains genes that are

or affèct cell budding and cytokinesis. Using plasmolysis would determine if
cytokinesis had occurred but this phenotype may be the result of both a defect in
cytokinesis and cell separation.

In figure 3.4the Mcmlp-Fkh2p complex is only shifted in the Gal-inducible strain

because it is the Gal-inducible Fkh2p that contains the 6myc epitope tag. The

abundance of the Mcmlp-Fkh2p complex after Gal induction shows a limitation in
endogenous Fkh2p.

Figure 3.6 shows the absence of any Mcmlp dependent Fkhlp complexes. The in

viiro translation product Fk*r1p was comparable to those performed previously

producing Fkh2p (data not shown). A similar result was observed when using

Fkhlpo,,.y" yeast strains where no complex was shifted with the addition of cr-myc Ab
(data noi shown). Furthermore, ChIP analysis and further bandshift assays show

Fkh2p has a greater afhnity for these promoters in an Mcmlp dependent manner than

Fklrlp (S. Dalton personal communications and Hollenhorst eta1,2002).

Figure 5.3 shows a slightly smaller colony for nddl tz3x oll -W-U' This is an

experimental artefact and further analysis by cell spotting has shown nddl12j* has the

same colony size on -W-U (data in publication)'

Figure 5.8 shows the effects of deleting the FHA domain of Fk*rlp and Fkh2p on
*Cfp¡Z cluster" gene expression. Western analysis did show a slightly lower

expression of these Jkhp mutants but further ChIP analysis revealed the presence of
these mutants on target promoters (data not shown and S. Dalton personal

communications).

Page 84: There are five (not two as previously sited) conserved residues in FHA

domains that abolish pT binding (Li et.a\.,2000 and Plke et.a|.,2001).

pike BL, Hammet A and Heierhorst J. Role of N-terminal forkhead uttoôiut"d

domain in the cell cycle checkpoint of Rad53 kinase. J. Biol. Chem.2001276:.14019-

14026.




